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1

Executive Summary & Recommendations

Community Action Lanarkshire, a programme of the Rural Development Trust, has appointed Alan Jones
Associates to undertake an Options Appraisal & Feasibility Study into the development of a safe walking, cycling
and wheeling route between Glespin and Douglas. This route has the potential to align with wider strategic routes
such as the Clyde 100 cycle loop and River Ayr Walk to Clyde Walkway projects. The project was voted for by the
community of Glespin, from a shortlist of sustainable travel priorities highlighted in the Glespin Sustainable
Travel Action Plan (STAP), 2019.
Through consultation with the client, the key landowners, and following two site visits, nine routes were initially
identified. These, through further discussions and appraisal, were shortlisted to three viable routes which were
presented to the community through a survey.
The survey demonstrated strong community support for the development of a new route, and outlined current
behaviours and barriers to walking, cycling and wheeling in Glespin and Douglas. The community survey and
further detailed considerations around design, access and feasibility concluded the following route to be
progressed.
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Recommendations
1.

Notwithstanding the initial feedback from the Council, the Trust and the Community Council should
formally approach South Lanarkshire Council to establish whether the Council could become the lead
applicant and vehicle for project delivery.

2.

Should the Council be unable to take the project forward, the Rural Development Trust and the local
community should agree and identify an appropriate project lead applicant to enable the project to
proceed. This could be for example the Douglas and Glespin Community Council, or a new legal entity
created by the local community specifically for this project.

3.

Once a lead applicant body has been identified, consideration should be given to how best to approach
the challenge of securing significant capital funding to deliver the project, taking consideration of the
funders identified in this report. Further design work will be required before the project is eligible for
capital funding.

4.

The lead applicant should hold further landowner discussions to conclude an Access Agreement for a
path across the preferred route.

5.

When landowner approval has been secured, a path specification can be prepared with particular
reference to the challenging civil engineering aspects associated with its construction (in particular
gabion baskets and water crossings).

6.

The lead applicant body should advertise the project for a design and build path on Public Contract
Scotland to obtain tenders which will provide more detailed construction costs for all associated works.

7.

On receipt of these tenders, the designs submitted by the preferred contactor are used to make a
planning application to South Lanarkshire Council.

8.

On receipt of adequate capital funding, a preferred contactor should be appointed, and the lead
applicant should consider how best to project manage the construction of the path.
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2
2.1

Introduction & Background
Project Background

The Rural Development Trust has commissioned Alan Jones Associates to undertake an Active Travel project for
the communities of Glespin and Douglas in rural South Lanarkshire. This project will enable local people to choose
walking, cycling, and wheeling for everyday functional journeys between both villages.
This project is funded and supported through Paths for All Smarter Choices Smarter Places, South Lanarkshire
Council Renewable Energy Fund and Strathclyde Passenger Transport and is managed by staff from the Rural
Development Trust’s Community Action Lanarkshire programme. The project builds on previous work
undertaken through Smarter Choices Smarter Places projects under the Make Your Way banner, from which the
development of a new path was identified as the first priority for the local community.
The overarching aim of this project is to investigate the development and delivery of a new accessible path
between Glespin and Douglas, providing a safer route for walking, cycling, and wheeling between both
communities, and supporting local residents and visitors to choose greener and healthier modes of travel more
frequently.

2.2

Rural Development Trust

The Rural Development Trust, established in 2014, is a registered Scottish Charity (SC035306) that undertakes
projects tackling issues that impact rural lives in South Lanarkshire. The projects delivered focus on Community
Capacity Building, local Energy Provision and Community Transport. The Trust were the administrators of the
LEADER programme in South Lanarkshire and were a key partner in the Heritage Lottery Fund supported Clyde
and Avon Valley Landscape Partnership (CAVLP).
Community Action Lanarkshire was set up in 2018 as a legacy of CAVLP and leads on the Community Capacity
Building projects. This has included the delivery and support in progressing eight Community Led Action Plans in
rural North and South Lanarkshire, the continuation of Make Your Way sustainable travel focussed projects in
South Lanarkshire and a rural heritage programme in North Lanarkshire.

2.3

Project Aims & Objectives

Project Aims
Aim 1: to make community
and stakeholder
participation an integral
part of project delivery
through understanding the
needs of the community,
local landowners, and key
stakeholders.

Objectives
I.
Develop an Equalities Impact Assessment for the Project that
supports an effective community consultation and ensures all hardto-reach groups are identified and considered during the delivery of
the work.

II.

III.
IV.
Aim 2: Construction of an
accessible path for walking,
cycling and wheeling
between Douglas and
Glespin.
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I.
II.
III.

Deliver a community engagement programme to allow for
community and stakeholder engagement, the effective
understanding of baseline information, behaviours, attitudes, and
barriers to active travel.
The community and other key stakeholders are represented in the
options appraisal process.
Identify and engage with all key landowners in a positive and
informative way that supports and progresses the development of
the path project.
Ensure the design and delivery of the project aligns with the
community and stakeholder needs.
Ensure the resulting path is feasible, sustainable and that liabilities
are identified and managed effectively.
Ensure the resulting designs are inclusive and benefit as many
people as possible, in particular supporting those with additional
needs, and reducing barriers to Active Travel for all.

Aim 3 : To increase the
number of people wheeling
and walking in the area

Aim 4: To help overcome
barriers to the use of Active
Travel, such as current
behaviours, attitudes to
Active Travel, transport
poverty, and lack of
knowledge, skills and
confidence.

2.4

I.
II.

I.
II.
III.
IV.

More people think that Active Travel in the area is safer than before
the project.
More people say that Active Travel is their first or usual choice for
travel between the two villages.

Identify the key barriers to Active Travel and the extent to which
they exist in the community through the engagement process, and
reviewing existing data.
Measure reduction in perceived barriers to Active Travel.
Identify existing or potential incentives and activities that might
motivate local stakeholders to change their mode of transport from
car to wheeling or walking.
From the above, develop a Behaviour Change Plan summarising
factors that might create positive changes towards Active Travel.

Impact of Covid-19

In delivering this project, the impact of ongoing restrictions and risks associated with Covid 19 were considered
and continuously assessed. In particular:
•
•

Consultation and Engagement was delivered through electronic surveys and using video conferencing
systems such as Zoom and Teams.
Where community and stakeholder meetings were held – these were done so outside, with all
appropriate distancing and risk mitigations.

In considering the long-lasting impact of Covid, and the restrictions in place throughout 2020 and 2021, there
has been an increase in those undertaking outdoor leisure activities and exercise. It is thought that this is likely
to continue, with the development of appropriate outdoor infrastructure key to supporting participation in
outdoor activities.
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3
3.1

Market Assessment – Local Area Assessment
Population & Demographic Assessment

Douglas
Douglas is a town situated to the west of the M74 with a population of around 1,600 people. The population of
Douglas from the 2011 census was 1,620. The mid-2016 population estimates projected this to have dropped
significantly by some 8% to 1,490. Douglas currently serves as a key centre for smaller surrounding settlements
including Glespin, with the local primary school and a number of shops and services.
Social and council housing provide for 43% of the accommodation in the village, with 50% owner occupied and
7% private rented. Manufacturing and construction were the dominant forms of employment, accounting for
31% of those in employment in 2011. Health and social work services are particularly active, with higher-thanaverage levels of unemployment (7.2%) compared to South Lanarkshire and Scotland as a whole. Car ownership
is low (33% of households having no car in 2011), meaning that many residents are reliant on public transport.
In 2016, the population of Douglas aged 60+ (28.3%) was significantly higher than that of South Lanarkshire
(23.3%) and Scotland (25.7%).
The proportion of the population of working age (18-64) in Douglas (60.3%) was lower than across South
Lanarkshire (63.0%) and Scotland (64.6%).
A lower proportion of people aged 16-74 were in employment (full-time or part-time) in Douglas (51.0%)
compared to South Lanarkshire (54.8%) and Scotland (52.9%).
Unemployment was higher in Douglas (7.2%) compared to South Lanarkshire (5.1%) and Scotland (4.8%). The
proportion of long-term sick/disabled in Douglas (7.4%) was higher than in South Lanarkshire (5.6%) and Scotland
(5.1%).
There is one primary school in the village - Douglas Primary School, which has a school roll of 160 (including the
Nursery). Four pupils residing in Glespin currently attend Douglas Primary School. Secondary aged pupils from
Douglas go to Lanark Grammar School, which has a school roll of 1059. Douglas to Lanark is a distance of 12
miles.
Glespin
Glespin is located west of Douglas on the A70 and has a population of around 150 (2011 census). As a result of
key businesses closing locally (Ramage’s Distribution and a former garden centre), there has been a significant
decrease in population recently to an estimate of 80. This has resulted in the closure of the primary school, and
a lack of services and amenities for residents. As such, residents of Glespin rely on travel to Douglas to access
8|P a g e

shops, education and local services. The A70 connects Douglas and Glespin and is a key bus route onwards to
Lanark and Hamilton. Some residents walk between Douglas and Glespin but there is no provision made for
pedestrians / cyclists and the road is narrow with a significant number of hills and bends, with poor visibility.

3.2

SIMD Assessment

The Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD) is the government’s official tool for assessing smaller
population zones (average population 800) with the lowest levels of deprivation in the country. The SIMD is used
to focus and inform policies and resources in order to tackle social inequalities in Scotland. The following map
and table detail the datazones in Douglas and Glespin.

Datazone

Population
Working Age Population
SIMD Rank
Income Domain Rank
Employment Domain Rank
Health Domain Rank
Education Domain Rank
Access Domain Rank
Crime Domain Rank
Housing Domain Rank
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S01012571

S01012637

S01012638

Clydesdale South
(Glespin)
687

Douglas, Coalburn and
Rigside
739

Douglas, Coalburn and
Rigside
831

455

449

505

1,908
3rd Decile
2,271
4th Decile
2,234
4th Decile
3,031
5th Decile
2,684
4th Decile
181
1st Decile
2,318
4th Decile
3,125
5th Decile

1,389
2nd Decile
1,059
2nd Decile
1,452
3rd Decile
1,465
3rd Decile
1,329
2nd Decile
3,121
5th Decile
4,709
7th Decile
4,362
7th Decile

2,689
4th Decile
2,428
4th Decile
2,885
5th Decile
2,663
4th Decile
2,193
4th Decile
2,974
5th Decile
4,508
7th Decile
4,001
6th Decile

As shown in the statistics above, there is a significant amount of deprivation across various indices, in particular
for those located in Douglas. Additionally, Clydesdale South (including Glespin) is ranked 181st of over 6,000
Scottish datazones for Access Deprivation.

3.3

Rural Deprivation

The Scottish Rural Policy Centre (SRUC) published a report entitled ‘Rural Scotland in Focus’ which monitors how
rural Scotland is changing, focusing on: population trends, the lives of young people, the levels and experiences
of poverty and disadvantage and how use of our finite rural land resource is negotiated through planning and
other means. With specific reference to the wheeled sports park project in Jedburgh, it is important to consider
the aspect of rural inequalities, which, as listed below, creates challenges to living that are different from
communities within larger urban areas.
The continued prevalence of this research is evidenced through the creation of SRUC’s working group on Rural
Poverty and Health Inequalities, who continue to invest in research in the area, and have worked with the
Scottish Parliament Cross Party Group on Rural Policy in recent years.
The following are key aspects of rural life that highlight differences and inequalities in rural life, all of which may
increase perceptions of inequality for those living in Douglas, Glespin, and the surrounding rural area.
1. Employment Issues and Inequalities
In reviewing employment in rural areas, the SRUC report highlights a significantly larger percentage of those in
part time or smaller contract jobs, often with lower hourly rates or salaries than counterparts in urban population
centres. Many rural areas have becoming increasingly reliant on the Tourism Industry, and as a result many jobs
are seasonal in demand, reducing the overall hours or contracts available over the year.
2. Fuel Poverty
Living outside larger urban areas is likely to increase the costs of goods overall – primarily due to the cost of the
supply chain network required. This can be seen in the cost of petrol and diesel with a predominant market of
independent providers, unable to offer the prices of larger national outlets. This issue raises a secondary cost to
local residents, with rural communities relying more on private transport, and often having to travel further for
services. Ultimately, for residents of communities such as those in Douglas and Glespin, more fuel is required to
travel for day-to-day work and leisure, and that fuel is supplied at a higher cost.
A second aspect of fuel poverty proposes that many rural communities will have an older stock of housing on
average, thus requiring higher costs to heat. Where newer modern housing common to urban population centres
have been designed to be efficient in retaining heat and using energy, the older houses found in rural
communities are often significantly less efficient with older windows, colder brickwork, and poorer insulation.
Report on Minimum Income Standard for Remote Rural Scotland
The above report reviewed recently follows on from work and research on the Minimum Income Standard for
Scotland. Considering the previously noted inequalities in rural living, the report highlights that the cost of food
and consumable goods are between 10-50% higher in rural areas, whilst clothing and household goods are
between 30-50% higher than in urban areas.

4

Benefits of Active Travel

Being more physically active can benefit everyone and can lower the chances of developing diabetes, heart
disease and other preventable conditions1. Active travel gives people an opportunity to be physically active as
part of their daily routine and incorporating physical activity into everyday tasks reduces the need to find extra
time, money or motivation for exercise. It can also make it cheaper to travel by saving on fuel, vehicle running
costs and parking charges.
Making short journeys using active travel helps to reduce the number of vehicles on the road and improves air
quality. It can also be quicker, as urban areas journey times are often shorter when walking or cycling as users
can take advantage of routes not accessible to motor vehicles.
1

Public Health England (2016) Working Together to Promote Active Travel https://www.gov.uk/government/
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Investment in active travel can also deliver economic benefits. In a time of restricted public spending, active
travel is affordable and delivers value for money in achieving health, transport and wider policy objectives.
Studies on the economic benefits of walking and cycling interventions revealed an average return of £13 for
every £1 invested and in the UK, returns as high as £19 for every £1 invested2.

5

Recognised Barriers to Active Travel

The main reasons for not making short journeys using active travel are a perceived lack of suitable continuous
routes between homes and community services, workplaces or schools, and not enough promotion of existing
routes. Other issues include a lack of facilities such as lockers and secure bicycle parking, obstacles in cycle lanes
and in footways, and perception of safety when walking and cycling. Another barrier to active travel is the
convenience of using a car, especially to carry heavy or bulky loads, and the need to make linked trips such as a
school drop-off on the way to work.
Key to promoting Active Travel is the premise that the benefits of walking and cycling can be enjoyed by all. This
poses challenges on a range of different levels for walking and cycling policy. While acknowledging that
geographic and regional factors will influence the availability of walking and cycling, a key focus of the framework
will be to ensure that walking and cycling are viable choices for all. As well as infrastructure, this means making
bikes and other non-motorised mobility accessible to all, providing facilities at workplaces and in communities
(such as bike storage, changing) and continuing to drive education and behaviour change programmes through
literature, training and opportunities to try walking and cycling.
Analysis highlights that gender, age, health status and socio-economic circumstance influence levels of walking
and cycling. In addition, those with mobility issues also face additional barriers to walking and cycling. Therefore,
activity needs to be focused around all of these issues to improve availability.
Emotional and motivational barriers
•

•

•

•
•

2

Proportion of people citing road safety reasons/driver behaviour as a barrier to cycling - Perception
of safety is a key driver of whether people choose to cycle and impacts on whether they allow their
children to cycle, if parents. It is a routinely cited barrier as to why people do not cycle more often and
therefore important to try to affect and report on.
Attitudes towards/propensity to walking, cycling and other active modes - Establishing walking and
cycling as the main mode of travel for shorter everyday journeys requires a shift in attitudes and culture,
leading to a change in how people choose to travel and mutual respect and understanding between
people using different modes. Positive attitudes alone do not result in action but changing perceptions
and motivating people to view walking and cycling as an everyday safe, healthy and environmentally
friendly choice, are necessary to drive behaviour change.
Perceptions of Safety of Walking and Cycling - Perception of safety for both walking and cycling can act
as a barrier to participation, regardless of the statistical data which shows rates actual rates of
accidents/incidents. Capturing attitudinal data on how safe walking and cycling are as transport modes
will help understanding in developing and delivering behaviour change programmes.
Casualties by mode of transport and distance travelled (number and proportion) - The perceived road
safety risk for walkers and cyclists by looking at actual rates of casualty by these modes.
Perception of Community Involvement in Walking and Cycling Initiatives - In order for active travel
infrastructure to be fully used and for behaviour change projects to be successful, there needs to be a
sense of community ownership of local projects. It is vital that communities are in favour of walking and
cycling initiatives and therefore important to capture the level of involvement of community
organisations. It is also key to collect data on what communities think of proposals for infrastructure
projects in their areas and what they think of them once completed.

Active Living Research (2015) Designed to Move: Active Cities. http://www.designedtomove.org/resources/active-cities
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Physical barriers
•
•

•

•

•
•

6

Level of inclusion of active travel in Local Development Plans - This indicator will provide a measure of
whether walking and cycling features as a consideration at a local authority level and gives some sense
to the extent to which active travel is a priority.
Level of public sector spend on walking and cycling -There is recognition that a broad range of support
is required to deliver active travel policy and key to this is the work that is undertaken at a local authority
level. Capturing spend data at a local authority level on walking and cycling is suggested as a proxy
measure to monitor levels of support at this level.
Provision of traffic free walking and cycling facilities - Having appropriate infrastructure in place to
enable safe access to walking and cycling is a crucial element of the overall approach to increasing use
of active modes. Having an understanding of the volume of traffic-free walking and cycling facilitates
and routes is therefore useful to capture.
Distance to Traffic-Free Cycling Infrastructure - Having local access to appropriate infrastructure to
enable safe access to walking and cycling is a crucial element of the overall approach to increasing use
of active modes. Having an understanding of where these facilities are located and their proximity to
different populations and areas will be useful.
Quality of walking and cycling infrastructure - Having appropriate infrastructure in place to enable safe
access to walking and cycling is a crucial element of the overall approach to increasing use of active
modes. Having an understanding of the quality of that infrastructure is also therefore useful to capture.
Household access to a bike - There are obvious costs attached to using cycling as a mode of transport,
either through ownership or rental, as well as bike security, maintenance and storage. Access to a bike
is patterned by level of income and deprivation level and this indicator will provide analysis of bike
accessibility with a focus on income and deprivation as a factor.

Links to Policies & Strategies

In establishing a business case, it is important how a project links to local, regional and national policies and
strategies. One of the main reasons for highlighting such links is that it demonstrates to potential future funders
that the project resonates with key Local Authority, national and Government agency’s agendas and plans for
infrastructure investment opportunities.
The following policies and strategies have been identified, resonating strongly with the Objectives and Intended
Outcomes of the Douglas to Glespin Path Project:

6.1

Scottish Government’s National Performance Framework

The Scottish Government targeted its focus on how Government and public services could help in creating a
more successful country, providing opportunities for all of Scotland to flourish, through increasing sustainable
economic growth. The National Performance Framework outlines the following overarching aims and values:
The framework is for all of Scotland and aims to:
• create a more successful country
• give opportunities to all people living in Scotland
• increase the wellbeing of people living in Scotland
• create sustainable and inclusive growth
• reduce inequalities and give equal importance to economic, environmental and social progress
The values guide all stakeholder approach, to:
• treat all our people with kindness, dignity and compassion
• respect the rule of law
• act in an open and transparent way
The National Performance Framework outlines 11 outcomes for the people of Scotland, with the following
directly relevant to the provision improved pedestrian infrastructure in Douglas and Glespin:
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•

People live in communities that are inclusive, empowered, resilient, and safe. - By increasing the
walking and wheeling facilities available and by identifying unsafe aspects of the mobility infrastructure,
the project should align strongly with this outcome.

•

People value, enjoy, protect, and enhance their environment. – This links to the aims of the Douglas
to Glespin Path Project, noting the potential to increase peoples’ enjoyment of the outdoor space, and
the capacity to improve interpretation and education along the route.

•

People are healthy and active. - Especially given the recent COVID-19 outbreak, by its very nature the
proposed infrastructure facilities promote active lifestyles, in particular for those who may experience
greater barriers to walking cycling or wheeling. In developing active lifestyles, and increasing the levels
of physical activity, participants have a direct positive impact on their physical and mental health.

6.2

Scottish Government’s Infrastructure Investment Plan: Updated Programme Pipeline

This policy document highlights regeneration activity focusing on ensuring that people live in socially, physically
and economically sustainable communities. Increasing the provision of active sports facilities in the area supports
a sustainable and economically beneficial facility, creating new opportunities through coaching, instruction, and
increased visitor numbers to the local area.

6.3

Active Scotland Outcomes

The Active Scotland Outcomes Framework describes Scotland’s ambitions for sport and physical activity. Active
Scotland Outcomes contribute to the delivery of National Outcomes and ultimately to the Scottish Government's
overarching purpose of creating a more successful country, with opportunities for all to flourish. The framework
has been developed collectively with partners through the National Strategic Group for Sport and Physical
Activity (NSG), chaired by the Cabinet Secretary for Health, Wellbeing and Sport. Conclusively, the following
outcomes are proposed – and evidently supported by the development of new safer walking and cycling routes,
supporting and promoting outdoor leisure and active travel in and around Douglas and Glespin.
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.4

We encourage and enable the inactive to be more active.
We encourage and enable the active to stay active throughout life.
We develop physical confidence and competence from the earliest age.
We improve our active infrastructure – people and places.
We support wellbeing and resilience in communities through physical activity and sport.
We improve opportunities to participate, progress and achieve in sport.

Physical Activity Implementation Plan – A More Active Scotland

This new 10-year plan adapts key elements of the Toronto Charter for Physical Activity (which makes the case
for increased action in tackling physical inactivity) to Scotland, and links it directly to the Scottish Government’s
legacy ambitions for the Commonwealth Games. Underpinning delivery of the overall commitments of the plan
will be a series of detailed action plans which will define how the plan’s commitments will be met.
In addition, the Scottish Government and its partners continue to spread the word about the importance of
physical activity, informing people about how and where to get involved through the following websites:
•
•
•

www.takelifeon.co.uk – this gives ideas for a more active lifestyle
www.activescotland.org.uk – this gives information on sports and activities available locally – just enter
a postcode or an activity
www.healthyworkinglives.com – this helps employers promote physical activity in the workplace

By providing new improved active travel infrastructure connecting the two communities, and the wider walking
and cycling network, this project will contribute towards achieving the outcomes of the National Physical Activity
Implementation Plan.
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6.5

Let’s Make Scotland More Active

The National Strategy for Physical Activity (2003–2022), aims to change Scotland’s reputation for inactivity. This
Strategy sets out the vision that: "People in Scotland will enjoy the benefits of having a physically active life. “This
needs changes in both policy and culture. However, as the World Health Organisation (WHO) has noted:
"There is insufficient action and limited policy orientation for encouraging the adoption and maintenance of
physically active lifestyles within supportive political, social and physical environments... political leaders and
decision-makers need to be convinced of the importance of physical activity for health."

6.6

Scottish Government Creating Places

This policy statement on Architecture & Place for Scotland promotes good design, the principles of context,
identity and character and six qualities of successful places namely: distinctive, safe/pleasant, easy to move
around, welcoming, adaptable and resource efficient. The development of a new active travel route will support
improvements to the public space, and infrastructure for residents of Douglas and Glespin that align with this
Government Policy.

6.7

Start Active, Stay Active

This UK-wide report, published jointly by the four home countries Chief Medical Officers, includes guidelines on
the volume, duration, and frequency of physical activity required at different points in life. With relevance to
sports facilities, the report highlights the need for a lifelong approach to fitness and exercise documenting
recommendations for each age range. In relation to adults in sport, the report recommends the following:
“Adults should aim to be active daily. Over a week, activity should add up to at least 150 minutes (2.5 hours) of
moderate intensity activity in bouts of 10 minutes or more – one way to approach this is to do 30 minutes physical
activities on at least 5 days a week.”
By providing new active travel infrastructure, shaped by community consultation, local residents and visitors will
be more likely to increase their frequency of walking, cycling and wheeling in the local area thereby bringing their
levels of activity in line with the recommendation of the Start Active, Stay Active report.

6.8

Preventing Overweight and Obesity in Scotland: A Route Map Towards Healthy Weight

This joint policy directive set forth by the Scottish Government and CoSLA aimed at helping central and local
government decision-makers to deliver long-term solutions to obesity and overweight. With lack of exercise cited
as a prominent reason for obesity in Scotland, any development that supports a move to active travel will help
meet this directive.

6.9

The National Walking Strategy

The National Walking Strategy, published in 2014, has as its vision: “A Scotland where everyone benefits from
walking as part of their everyday journeys, enjoys walking in the outdoors and where places are well designed to
encourage walking.” It is underpinned by three strategic objectives:
• Create a culture of walking where everyone walks more often as part of their everyday travel and for
recreation and wellbeing.
• Better quality walking environments with attractive, well designed and managed built and natural
spaces for everyone.
• Enable easy, convenient and safe independent mobility for everyone.

6.10 The Cycling Action Plan for Scotland (CAPS)
The first Cycling Action Plan for Scotland (CAPS) was published in 2010 and then refreshed in 2013 and 2017. The
vision set by CAPS is for “10% of everyday journeys to be made by bike, by 2020”. The recent Cycling Scotland
progress report recommended that this vision remains beyond 2020.
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6.11 The Climate Change Plan
The Climate Change Plan sets out the Scottish Government’s proposals and policies for meeting its climate
change targets. It sets out how Scotland can deliver its target of 66% emissions reductions, relative to the
baseline, for the period 2018–2032.
The Plan is comprised of three parts, with Part One of most relevance to walking and cycling as it sets out the
context for the Scottish Government’s climate change proposals and policies. It shows the emissions reductions
pathway to 2032 and the crucial roles that will be played by Local Authorities and the wider public sector (and
the planning system), communities and individuals; and describes the wider impacts of climate change policies
along with the changes in behaviour required to reach decarbonisation goals.

6.12 The Road Safety Framework
The Road Safety Framework sets out the current framework for improving road safety in Scotland until 2020. It
describes the road safety vision for Scotland, aims and commitments, and the Scottish targets for reductions in
road deaths and serious injuries by 2020.
The framework sets out a number of targets, as well as commitments, priorities and issues to address. Vulnerable
road users are a focus for the framework and will continue to be so when the framework is refreshed to focus
beyond 2020.

6.13 National Transport Strategy
The National Transport Strategy (NTS) 2 is currently in development and out for public consultation at the
moment. The NTS sets out its vision as having a sustainable, inclusive and accessible transport system, helping
deliver a healthier, fairer and more prosperous Scotland for visitors, communities and businesses.
The NTS sets out four priority themes and associated outcomes. These are:
Promotes Equality
o We will provide fair access to services we
need
o Will be easy to use for all
o Will be affordable to use for all

Helps Our Economy Prosper
o Will get us where we need to get to
o Will be reliable, efficient and high quality
o Will use beneficial innovation

Takes Climate Action
o Will adapt to the effects of climate change
o Will help deliver our net-zero target
o Will promote greener, cleaner choices

Improves Our Health and Wellbeing
o Will be safe and secure for all
o Will enable us to make healthy travel choices
o Will help make our communities great places
to live

7

Links to Wider Networks

In delivering a path between Glespin and Douglas, the Trust has considered the benefits associated with
improving the wider path network both locally, and further afield. The following key existing and proposed
infrastructure would be beneficial to, and benefit from the development of this path:
Ayr Walk and Clyde Walkway Extension
A feasibility study has recently been completed to look at linking the Clyde Walkway south to the Southern
Upland Way, west to the River Ayr Way, and east to the John Buchan Way. Further progress is on hold subject to
funding. If funding is available, the priorities are likely to be focussed on creating links between communities
which will include Douglas. The development of this Glespin to Douglas path will complement and support access
to this wider regional route.
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Local Routes
The map below, developed as part of the Make Your Way – Douglas project outlines a number of existing formal
and informal walking and cycling routes in and around Douglas.
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A70

N74

8

Initial Route Options Assessment

ROUTE ONE

Positives
Varied, scenic
route with
great views.

Concerns
Limited space for path on Station Rd.
Steepness of path in various places, but
especially coming down into Glespin.
WM concerns about:
- gates (8 in total and liabilities).
- any path must not use the old railway
line but be built on the left side of the
embankment.
- fields must not be split by path at any
location.
At this feasibility stage WM agreeable to the
route being considered as a potential option.
DAE concerns about:
- proximity of path to rented tenant
house.
- proximity of path to pheasant release
pens in Windrow Woods.
- pheasant release route for shooting
over the path.
- farm access.
At this feasibility stage DAE is not agreeable to
the route being considered as a potential option

Up Station Rd and take first farm entrance on left towards Windrow
Cottage. Up through north section of Windrow Woods and connect to old
railway line. Keep left alongside the embankment (not on the old line itself).
Straight down following field boundaries to connect to existing path beside
community hall.
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Route Agreed
No

Add Notes, Queries
Check with SLC if
path could go on
Station Rd.
(If not possible,
path would have to
go on field side).

ROUTE TWO

Positives
Varied route

Concerns
Limited space for path on Station Rd.
WM concerns about:
- path cutting in front of his farm and
across his entrance.
- cutting through front garden of
holiday let.
At this feasibility stage WM is not agreeable to
the route being considered as a potential option.
DAE concerns about:
- proximity of path to rented tenant
house.
- farm access.
- path cutting through commercial
forestry.
At this feasibility stage DAE is not agreeable to
the route being considered as a potential option.

Up Station Rd and take first farm entrance on left towards Windrow
Cottage. Continue along through south section of woods and then follow
field boundaries down towards Ayr Rd. Follow field side path along north
side of Ayr Road to Glespin.
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Route Agreed
No

Add Notes, Queries
Check with SLC if
path could go on
Station Rd.
(If not possible,
path would have to
go on field side).

ROUTE THREE

Positives
Direct route

Concerns
Major and expensive engineering works
required where bend in Douglas Water comes
alongside Ayr Road.
WM concerns about:
- path cutting in front of his farm and
across his entrance.
- cutting through front garden of
holiday let.
At this feasibility stage WM is not agreeable to
the route being considered as a potential option.
At this feasibility stage DAE agreeable to the
route being considered as a potential option.

Connect existing cemetery path to a new route along the field boundaries
on north side of Ayr Road.
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Route Agreed
No

Add Notes, Queries
Connect existing
cemetery path to a
new route along
the field
boundaries on
north side of Ayr
Road.

ROUTE FOUR

Positives
Direct route

Concerns
Significant engineering works requiring several
river/stream crossings.
WM concerns about gates and liabilities.
At this feasibility stage WM is agreeable to the
route being considered as a potential option.
DAE concerns about:
- planning consent for residential
development just outside Douglas off
A70.
- path cutting in front of 2 holiday
cottages.
- path cutting across major access to
commercial forestry mid route.
At this feasibility stage DAE is not agreeable to
the route being considered as a potential option

Path following a new route along the field boundaries on south side of Ayr
Road.
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Route Agreed
No

Add Notes, Queries

ROUTE FIVE

Positives
Direct route

Concerns
Significant engineering works requiring several
river/stream crossings.
There appears to be no suitable location for a
safe crossing to be installed on Ayr Rd.
WM and DAE are both agreeable to this route.

Take the orange route 3 as far as WM’s farm and then cross over Ayr Road
to yellow route 4 to Glespin.
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Route Agreed
Highly
unlikely due
to lack of a
safe crossing
location on
Ayr Rd

Add Notes, Queries
Check with SLC if a
safe crossing could
be installed on A70
Ayr Rd.

ROUTE SIX

Positives
Scenic route
with great
views.

Concerns
Limited space for path on Station Rd.
Steepness of path in various places, but
especially coming down into Glespin.
A long route with difficult topography.
WM concerns about:
- gates (8 in total and liabilities.
- any path must not use the old railway
line but be built on the left side of the
embankment.
- fields must not be split by path at any
location.
At this feasibility stage WM agreeable to the
route being considered as a potential option.
DAE concerns about:
- proximity to Windrow Cottage
- potentially cutting across field
At this feasibility stage DAE is uncertain about
the route being considered as a potential
solution.

Up Station Rd and create a new path entrance mid-way between Scrogton
Farm and the old railway line. Follow a line north of Windrow Cottage and
north of the pheasant release area. Then drop south to avoid the deep
gulley at Tunnel Hole and back up north to connect with the old railway line.
Keep left alongside the embankment (not on the old line itself). Straight
down to connect to existing path beside community hall.
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Route Agreed
Maybe but
unlikely

Add Notes, Queries
Check with SLC if
path could go on
Station Rd.
(If not possible,
path would have to
go on field side).

ROUTE SEVEN

Positives
Scenic route
with great
views.
One
landowner.

Concerns
Limited space for path on Station Rd.
Steepness of road and path in various places, but
especially going up Station Rd and coming down
into Glespin.
WM concerns about:
- gates and liabilities.
- any path must not use the old railway
line but be built on the left side of the
embankment.
- approximately 150 metres of the old
railway line is narrow and dangerous
with a significant drop down to the
‘Tunnel Hole’. There is no space here
for a path that would not encroach on
the railway access for the farm.
- fields must not be split by path at any
location.
At this feasibility stage WM is not agreeable to
the route being considered as a potential option.

Up Station Road to old railway line. All the way along the railway line,
keeping left alongside the embankment (not on the old line itself). Straight
down following field boundaries to connect to existing path beside
community hall.
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Route Agreed
No

Add Notes, Queries
Check with SLC if
path could go on
Station Rd.
(If not possible,
path would have to
go on field side).

ROUTE EIGHT

Follow existing cemetery path and link to new path that crosses Douglas
Water along from the cemetery. Follow north side of the river until it runs
beside Windrow Woods. Cut across the woods and follow their boundary
and connect up to the old railway line. Keep left alongside the embankment
(not on the old line itself). Straight down following field boundaries to
connect to existing path beside community hall.
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Positives

Concerns

Route Agreed

Add Notes, Queries

Varied route
alongside the
river, through
woodland,
with scenic
views from old
railway line.
Could be win
win with SLC in
working with
them and DAE
to shore up the
road where it
is in danger of
collapse into
the river. The
installation of
gabion baskets
in shoring up
work could act
as abutments
for a new
bridge
crossing.

Steepness of path coming down into Glespin.
Major and expensive engineering works
required where bend in Douglas Water comes
alongside Ayr Road. Bridge required across the
river at this location.
WM concerns about:
- gates (8 in total and liabilities.
- any path must not use the old railway
line but be built on the left side of the
embankment.
- fields must not be split by path at any
location.

Maybe but
unlikely

Yet to be discussed
with DAE (as at 1
Oct)

At this feasibility stage WM agreeable to the
route being considered as a potential option.
DAE concerns about:
- flooding and erosion of any new path
due to regular river flooding in the
area
At this feasibility stage DAE agreeable to the
route being considered as a potential solution.

ROUTE NINE

Follow orange route 3 as far as the road bridge two thirds of the way along
A70. Cut across the woods and follow their boundary and connect up to the
old railway line. Keep left alongside the embankment (not on the old line
itself). Straight down following field boundaries to connect to existing path
beside community hall.
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Positives

Concerns

Route Agreed

Add Notes, Queries

Varied route
alongside the
river, through
woodland,
with scenic
views from old
railway line.
Could be winwin with SLC in
working with
them and DAE
to shore up the
road where it
is in danger of
collapse into
the river. The
installation of
gabion baskets
in shoring up
work could act
as the surface
for a new path
going
alongside the
field.

Steep, direct route from road bridge back up to
old railway line (and counter intuitive in its
direction away from Glespin at this stage).
Difficult topography and deep gully area by the
road bridge.
WM concerns about:
- gates (8 in total and liabilities.
- any path must not use the old railway
line but be built on the left side of the
embankment.
- fields must not be split by path at any
location.
- possible proximity to farmhouse.

Maybe but
unlikely

This route was
considered after
the meetings with
landowners. At this
this stage it has not
been fully
consulted but takes
into consideration
notes and points
raised on the
previous routes.
In particular this
requires further
discussion with
WM.

At this feasibility stage WM agreeable to the
route being considered as a potential option.
At this feasibility stage DAE agreeable to the
route being considered as a potential option.

9

Landowner Engagement & Site Shortlisting

Following on from the face-to-face meetings on the 28th September (noted in the above table), the above
options and annotated notes were shared with the two landowners. Subsequent conversations were held and
it was agreed to progress three refined options for community consideration through the survey.
The three options were:
Option One (2.3 miles)
This option appears to be the most direct route, using the existing cemetery path, connecting to a new path
around the cemetery, extending to a route along the field boundaries on north side of Ayr Road. The route then
crosses the Ayr Road close to the road bridge over the Douglas Water by way of a footbridge or underpass,
before continuing on the south side of the road following field boundaries into Glespin.

Option Two (2.9 miles)
Up Station Road and create a new path entrance mid-way between Scrogton Farm and the old railway line.
Follow a line north of Windrow Cottage and north of the pheasant release area. Then drop south to avoid the
deep gulley at Tunnel Hole and back up north to connect with the old railway line. Keep left alongside the
embankment (not on the old line itself). Straight down to connect to existing path beside community hall.
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Option Three (3.1 miles)
Follow existing cemetery path and link to new path that crosses Douglas Water along from the cemetery. Follow
north side of the river until it runs beside Windrow Woods. Cut across the woods and follow their boundary and
connect up to the old railway line. Keep left alongside the embankment (not on the old line itself). Straight down
following field boundaries to connect to existing path beside community hall.
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10 Consultation & Engagement
10.1 Equalities Impact Assessment
To ensure that the community consultation and stakeholder engagement was effective and working to the
Visioning Outcomes in Community Engagement (VOiCE) standards, a detailed Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA)
was developed for the project.
This EqIA identified harder to reach groups or those who may be less likely to engage for a number of reasons.
Primarily, these groups fall within the Protected Characteristics under the Equalities Act (2010). The EqIA
delivered for this project has been included in Appendix One.

10.2 Consultation & Engagement Activities
Consultation and engagement is key to understanding the support and desire of the local community – both in
Glespin and Douglas. In delivering this project, Alan Jones Associates undertook the following key consultation
exercises:
•

Landowner Engagement – Detailed face to face discussions and site walks were held with the two key
landowners (Hazelside Farm and Douglas & Angus Estates). These discussions helped determine and
assess the first nine options, and shortlist these to the three options for community engagement.
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•
•

•

Community Survey – An electronic survey was developed and shared with the local community using
a number of key channels, contact lists, and social media pages. In addition to the online survey, the
option to complete hard copies was facilitated using local key locations.
School Engagement: Douglas Primary School – To engage the local children, the school supported the
project by facilitating a Postcards from The Future exercise where younger pupils drew their vision of
the future Douglas / Glespin Path. The P6/7 pupils undertook a similar exercise, drawing their ideas and
discussion what might be included as part of the path.
Community Stakeholder Meetings Online (2) – The project was included as part of two local key
stakeholder meetings. This provided an opportunity to discuss and promote the project and seek
support from local groups in sharing the community survey.

The results of the above engagement activities are subsequently noted below:

10.3 Landowner Engagement
There are two landowners identified relevant to all routes proposed in this project. These are Hazelside Farm
and Douglas & Angus Estates.
The Consultants met both landowners face to face on the 28th September 2021. In addition to the concerns
noted in the options table in Section 8, the following key points were highlighted:
Hazelside Farm
Discussions with the owner of Hazelside Farm centred around the most appropriate route that would enable a
path to cross the land. The landowner and consultant walked various route options identifying potential
constraints and opportunities and noting these for reporting back. The landowner expressed a range of concerns
and considerations, notably:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proximity to the holiday accommodation – A holiday cottage is situated in between the landowner’s
farm house and the A70. This could cause nuisance value to the guests in this accommodation and as
such was not deemed appropriate by the landowner.
The landowner is happy for informal access to continue on the old railway line. However, he has real
concerns around safety given that this route is frequently used for large machinery and farm access.
The landowner had additional concerns around the steep topography and access to “tunnel hole” close
to the old railway.
The landowner voiced significant concerns around public liability and potential incidents on a path
crossing his land. These concerns included crop damage, irresponsible walkers, gates being left open,
access to, and risk from worrying livestock.
The landowner questioned the future management and maintenance arrangements of any future path
on his land.
The landowner reiterated his continuing and ongoing support for providing access and highlighted the
previous investment he had made in constructing a path to the rear of Glespin Community Hall.

Notwithstanding the above, we sought the landowner’s permission to include the three path options across his
land as part of the community survey. This was on the clear understanding that this does not commit him to
agreeing access at this point in time.
Douglas & Angus Estates
Discussions with the Estates Manager centred around the most appropriate route across the Douglas & Angus
Estate land with the Manager and consultant walking various route options identifying potential constraints and
opportunities and noting these for reporting back. The Estate Manager expressed a range of concerns and
considerations, notably:
•

•

Proximity to several holiday properties – notably near Scrogton Farm where one of the proposed routes
would pass close to the front garden and parking area. This could be considered an intrusion into the
resident’s space. In relation to the holiday accommodation on the A70 close to Douglas, a similar issue
was identified.
Concerns were raised around the steep topography of the land on the routes that included Station
Road.
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•
•
•
•
•

Concerns were raised around Pheasant Shooting which takes place in Windrow Woods. The location of
the release cages for the shooting could mean that shooting might be in progress whilst people were
walking in the vicinity.
The Estate Manager also raised the issue of future management and maintenance arrangements of any
future path on his land.
The Estate Manager voiced significant concerns around public liability and potential incidents on a path
crossing the Estate land.
The Estate Manager had concerns around any path that would cut across or impede access to any
commercial operations.
There were also concerns around managing the expectations of the tenant farmers along any potential
route.

As with the owner of Hazelside Farm, the Douglas & Angus Estates Manager was supportive of a path connecting
Douglas and Glespin. Notwithstanding the above, we sought the Estate Manager’s permission to include the
three path options across his land as part of the community survey. This was on the clear understanding that
this does not commit him to agreeing access at this point in time.

10.4 Community Engagement Survey
Overview & Reach
The survey was completed by 200 people, with the following chart and map showing the age and geographic
breakdown of responses.

73%

2%
Under 18
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14%
18-30

11%
31-65

Over 65

Current Perception & Barriers
Respondents were asked how safe they or their family currently feel walking in the local area. As shown in the
pie chart below, only 44% feel safe.

27%
Safe

44%

Neither safe nor unsafe
Unsafe

29%

Respondents were then asked how safe they or their family feel cycling in the local area, with the pie chart
below showing only 20% feeling safe.

20%
Safe
Neither safe nor unsafe

50%

Unsafe
30%

Respondents were then asked to indicate what prevents them from making more journeys by foot or by bike,
scooter etc. The results are shown on the graph below:

71%

31%

24%
13%

5%

Absence of Perception of The weather Lack of time The cost of
traffic free
safety
bikes,
route
scooters etc

4%

4%

Health

Too much to
carry

8%
Other

For the respondents who indicated other, comments were provided on path quality (5), speed / volume of lorries
(3), distance to travel (1), and perception of security (1).
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Project Support & Design
Respondents were then asked “Do you think there should be a safe path for walking, cycling and wheeling
between Glespin and Douglas?” with the results graphed below showing significant support (98%).

2%

Yes
No

98%

Respondents who were not supportive of the project were given the opportunity to provide further feedback –
no comments were submitted.
Respondents were then shown the three options considered and asked to indicate their preference. These
routes are summarised below, with the subsequent graph of responses showing a majority preference for route
1.
Route 1

Route 2

Route 3

This option appears to be the most direct route, using the existing cemetery path, connecting to
a new path around the cemetery, extending to a route along the field boundaries on north side
of Ayr Road. The route then crosses the Ayr Road close to the road bridge over the Douglas Water
by way of a footbridge or underpass, before continuing on the south side of the road following
field boundaries into Glespin.
Up Station Road and create a new path entrance mid-way between Scrogton Farm and the old
railway line. Follow a line north of Windrow Cottage and north of the pheasant release area. Then
drop south to avoid the deep gulley at Tunnel Hole and back up north to connect with the old
railway line. Keep left alongside the embankment (not on the old line itself). Straight down to
connect to existing path beside community hall
Follow existing cemetery path and link to new path that crosses Douglas Water along from the
cemetery. Follow north side of the river until it runs beside Windrow Woods. Cut across the
woods and follow their boundary and connect up to the old railway line. Keep left alongside the
embankment (not on the old line itself). Straight down following field boundaries to connect to
existing path beside community hall.

67%

Route 1

16%

17%

Route 2

Route 3

Respondents were asked to provide further comments to support their choice of route, these are included in
Appendix 1.
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Respondents were then asked to indicate any preference in path surface, with the results shown in the graph
below:

48%
33%

10%

8%

1%
Tarmac / bound

Crusher dust /
unbound

Mixture

No preference

Other

Potential Usage
Respondents were asked how often they would make use of the path for different reasons, with the bar chart
below showing the results ranked by most frequent:

Dog walking

26%

Walk for leisure

Cycle for leisure

18%

Walk to and from work

5%

15%

Cycle / wheel to and from the shops

6%

12%

Cycle / wheel to and from school

Cycle / wheel to and from work

Daily

28%

11%

16%

18%

13%

4%

9%

11%

17%

10%

14%

6%

6%

24%

53%

2%

60%

3%

66%

8% 4%3%2%

6%

4%

36%

26%

14%

24%

30%

8%

Walk to and from the shops

Walk to and from school

29%

83%

6%1%

78%

11% 1%

2-3 times per week

Weekly

73%

Fortnightly

Less than this

Respondents were then asked if they would use the proposed path to link to wider routes in the area. As shown
in the pie chart below 65% would do so.
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32%
Yes
No
3%

65%

Unsure

Respondents were asked which routes they would like to / like the path to provide access to, with the response
comments listed in Appendix 2.
Comments, Suggestions and Feedback
Respondents were asked to provide any further comments, suggestions or feedback relating to the path project,
with the table below outlining the theme of these responses. All comments are listed in full in Appendix Two.
Comments on positive impact / benefits
Comments around design, route, inclusions and management
General Support
Comments on key areas / locations of concern
Other

62
5
4
2
1

The survey concluded with a general question seeking feedback around wider pedestrian safety issues and
concerns in the local area. The responses are grouped by theme in the table below and included in full in
Appendix 2.
Comments on speed, traffic calming, & traffic volume
Comments on paths & pavements
Comments on lighting
Comments on cyclist safety
Comments on signage
Comments on crossings

22
11
7
6
4
4

Respondents were also given the opportunity to provide their contact details for further engagement. This list
of email addresses has been compiled by Alan Jones Associates to be provided to the Rural Development Trust
within the parameters of GDPR regulations.

10.5 School Engagement
Contact was made with Douglas Primary School inviting the pupils to participate in a Postcard From The Future
exercise in which they discussed and illustrated their vision of path between Glespin and Douglas. The
consultants also met with the Head Teacher who pointed out how keen she was to see a new path between
Douglas and Glespin as this would give the children greater access to countryside, friends and outdoor activities.
In addition, the P6/7 pupils held a detailed discussion and developed their ideas collectively, creating images of
the possible route, and considering what may be included. These ideas included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safe cycling signs
Skate Park
Woodland Park – using environmentally friendly materials.
Wildflower Gardens
Treehouses
Sensory Garden
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fairy / Gnome / Dinosaur trail with wooden doors and footprints
Fairy lights, glow in the dark stepping stones
Shelters
Viewing points with binoculars and benches
Dog stations
History and wildlife information points / boards
Tee Pee Café
QR Code information points
Recycling bins
Wildlife walkways
Beat the Street Activities

A selection of the postcards and design work from the pupils have been included in Appendix Three.

10.6 Online Stakeholder Meetings
Two positive meetings took place on 6th September 2021 and 10th January 2022 with representatives of Glespin
and Douglas including representatives from Community Action Lanarkshire, Clydesdale Youth Family and
Learning Service, Douglas and Glespin Community Council, South Lanarkshire Council Elected Member, Glespin
Community Group, the Tuesday Night Bikers Group, and Local Residents.
At each of these meetings, a project progress update was provided by Alan Jones Associates, and where
appropriate support from attendee groups was recorded. These meetings also provided an opportunity for Alan
Jones Associates to further promote the community survey.
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11 Route Map & Practical Requirements
Starting from Station Road,
Douglas, the proposed new path
follows the route of the existing all
abilities footpath out to the
cemetery (Photos 1 & 2). This
existing path will then be extended
around the proposed extension to
the cemetery, and all the way
around the back (Photo 3) staying
close to the cemetery boundary
wall.
It will then continue to Glespin,
staying close to field boundaries, as
outlined in our proposals. From the
back corner of the cemetery wall,
the path will continue along the
field edge until it reaches the bend
of the river, Douglas Water. At this
point the river has eroded the bank
close to the road and has had some
remedial work completed in the
form of rock armour. We propose
that this rock armour be
supplemented with gabion baskets
to further prevent erosion and
support the construction of the
path on top of the gabions. We
further propose the removal of the
existing beech hedge at this point
to give more space for the path.
The attached photos show the existing rock armour in both directions (Photos 4).
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The path continues from the river
bend to the burn along a
straightforward stretch (Photo 5).
Continuing on from the river bend,
the path then crosses the
Arnesalloch Burn. There is space to
construct the path on top of the
existing concrete piped outlet
containing the burn. (Photo 6).
Close to the Arnesalloch crossing
there is a relatively steep bank. At
this point we propose the path
follows the fence but cuts into the
upper part of the hill thus reducing
the steepness. (Photo 7).
The path continues along the field
boundaries until just before it
reaches the sheep pens. At this
location there is an open drain or
small burn to be crossed. The
photo shows where the landowner
has piped the drain with a
concrete pipe and created a farm
track on top of this for access. We
propose the same but closer to the
field boundary over which the path
would be constructed (Photo 8).
The path now reaches sheep pens.
We believe there is sufficient space to continue the path close to the wall beside the road. This would not remove too much space within the pens but, if this was an issue, we would
propose extending the pens to the north by the same width as the path. (Photo 9).
Past the sheep pens, the path will need to descend down to field level (a zig zag may be required) and extend to just below the road bridge flyover. This construction spans a small burn
which leads into the Douglas Water.
The landowner has crossed this at field level by again installing a concrete piped drain and building an access route over the top. We propose a similar arrangement closer to the field
boundary and then constructing the new footpath on top.
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Photo 10 shows the current field
drain and access over as an
example of how the access works
currently. After crossing the burn,
the path follows the existing access
route beside the gate (photo 11)
and across the road linking to a
similar access arrangement on the
other side of the road. The
landowner obviously uses this
point to cross from one field to the
other so the precedent exists for
informal vehicular access crossing
the road.
The old bridge over the Douglas
Water is very close to these gates
and, following consultation with S
Lanarkshire Council, we propose
that an informal crossing be
created at this location. Traffic
coming from Glespin automatically
slows down as they approach the
bend before the bridge and good
sight lines exist on both sides
(photo 11). The road at the
crossing should be textured and
coloured red with signs in both directions indicating a crossing ahead.
The path would now continue on the south side of the road following the edge of the landowner’s fields. A short distance further along this field boundary requires the path to cross
the Douglas Water via a new footbridge. Gabion baskets are already in place on the east side of the river but a similar construction will be required on the west side to act as strong
abutments for the bridge. (Photo 12).
As the path follows field boundaries it is clear these fields are being actively managed for farm access, livestock and crops (photos 13, 14, 15 & 16). As such, we propose to fence the
path on both sides with stock proof fencing thus ensuring there is limited scope for damage to people, livestock and crops. There are 11 access gates along the full route of the path
from the road into fields and all of these will need to be replaced with gates that continue to enable access for the farmer but afford suitable protection for people, livestock and crops.
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As the path nears Glespin it affords some
stunning views down to and back along
the Douglas Water. There is space for the
path to continue on into Glespin close to
the road but at one point the ground has
been eroded by a water pipe under the
road that is discharging water down the
hill. At this point the pipe should be
extended underneath a raised boardwalk
to bridge this gap. (Photo 17).
The path would then cross the road to
Crawfordjohn via an informal crossing. S
Lanarkshire Council advise this should be
at the road junction (Photo 18) with
textured and coloured road surfacing and
signage indicating a crossing ahead. The
path would then continue on the west
side of the road for another 250m. A
board walk is required along this section
to cross a wet, muddy part created by an
outflow pipe under the road (Photo 19).
Some 50 m from the village hall (beside
point 19 on the map), and following
consultation with S Lanarkshire Council, another informal crossing should be installed to enable people to safely cross to the north side of the road. There are good sight lines at this
location. With appropriate signage indicating a crossing ahead and textured and coloured road markings, the Council believe an informal crossing is sufficient.
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12 Concept Designs
The undernoted images provide some ideas of what some sections of the path might look like. These are merely
indicative.
Existing footpath from Douglas to Cemetery

Artist’s Impression Footpath & Interpretation
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Artist’s Impression – Footbridge Water Crossing

Artist’s Impression – Footbridge Water Crossing
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Road Crossing just before the Old Bridge over Douglas Water (A70)

Road Crossing close to the Community Hall in Glespin (A70)
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13 Indicative Costing
The following table outlines the indicative capital cost that has been estimated to construct a new 2 mile x 3 m
wide Path between Glespin and Douglas by the community’s favoured most direct route (approximately 0.3
miles of path already existed between Douglas and the cemetery). These costs are merely indicative and will
only be verified on receipt of tenders. In moving the project forward, and to satisfy any capital funders, the
project should be tendered appropriately, resulting in more accurate and detailed costs.
The new path is approximately 2.3 miles long, however 0.3 miles is already good quality existing path. Therefore,
the path needing constructed measures around 3,218 linear meters. If the path is 3m wide the build will require
9,654m2
ULTITREC is a recycled footpath material. Developing
and producing sustainable construction products and
solutions is at the heart of Tarmac. As part of this
commitment to sustainability, ULTITREC is a recycled
pathway material produced from selected arisings
from highway and maintenance works. It provides a
versatile and cost-effective surface for a variety of
locations such as woodland paths, canal towpaths,
footpaths, cycle ways, public parks and golf courses.
Example of ULTITREC Path

Capital Costs based on NatureScot Guide & Wider Project Experience
Construction of new 3m wide ULTITREC or equivalent path – 3,218 m in length.
9,654m2@ £90 per m2
Navigating the Douglas Water bend erosion. Following discussions with South
Lanarkshire Council, they have agreed that increased rock armour and / or gabion baskets
would be an appropriate solution for erosion protection. It is anticipated, that once this
substructure has been provided, a footpath could be laid along the top.
Creation of informal A70 road crossing at the site of the farmers cross over points close
to the Douglas Water Bridge. Informal crossing to include signage and re-colouring of
road surface. **
Construct 3m wide footbridge across Douglas Water
Approximately 25m long by 3m wide – 75m2 at £1,100 per m2
Creation of informal road crossing on the Crawfordjohn Road in Glespin. Informal
crossing to include signage and re-colouring of road surface.
Creation of informal road crossing on the A70 in Glespin East of the community hall.
Informal crossing to include signage, re-colouring of road surface and 0.5m pavement
build out.
Supply and install 1m stock fence between land owner’s fields and path of six-line wires
or two-line wires with stock netting. £5.50 linear metre. 4,000m @ £5.50 per m
For stock gates three metres where required £300 per gate (11 gates)
Signage and seating
Sub Total
Contingency (10%)
Professional Fees (10%)
Sub Total
VAT
Total Estimated Project Cost

Cost
£868,860
£50,000*

£10,000*
£82,500
£10,000*
£15,000*
£22,000
£3,300
£25,000
£1,086,660
£108,666
£108,666
£1,303,992
£260,798
£1,565,790

* Possibly South Lanarkshire Council to fund - further discussion required
** If an underpass is required instead of the proposed informal crossing at the old bridge over the Douglas Water,
this will require structural and civil engineering works, and a significantly higher capital costs of potentially
£100,000.
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14 Capital Funding Plan
14.1 Summary of Potential Funders
When it comes to grant funding there are never any guarantees. More and more groups are chasing less and
less funding so this note comes with a health warning.
In order to deliver the capital project, the following main sources have been identified. These sources will require
the Group to submit robust applications, using this feasibility study as a supporting document to satisfy the
requirements of each funding body.
The following table summarises the potential funding sources relevant to this project.
Funder

Possible Capital Funding

Sustrans Places for Everyone (100% of design costs and up to 70% of eligible
capital costs)*

Up to 70% of capital costs,
requiring 30% match funding

Renewable Energy Fund - Administered by South Lanarkshire Council

Could be considered for
match funding

South Lanarkshire Council Scottish Government’s Place Based Investment
Fund

Could be considered for
match funding

Hagshaw Hill Windfarm Trust

Could be considered for
match funding

Galawhistle Community Fund

Could be considered for
match funding

Scottish Government’s Improving Public Access Fund

Considered on a project-byproject basis, up front capital
payments required

Paths for All (currently awaiting decision on future rounds)

Currently closed

*Need to check with Sustrans as subsequent design Stages will need to be completed and also due to high capital
costs involved

14.2 Sustrans Places for Everyone
Sustrans Scotland provides advice, support and funding for the creation of infrastructure that makes it easier for
people to walk and cycle for everyday journeys.
The aim of Places for Everyone is to create safe, attractive, healthier places by increasing the number of trips
made by walking, cycling and wheeling for everyday journeys.
The scheme is funded by the Scottish Government through Transport Scotland and is administered by Sustrans.
In order to ensure all projects receiving funding make the largest possible impact, six design principles have been
developed.
These are the minimum criteria for a successful Places for Everyone bid.
•
•
•
•
•

Develop ideas collaboratively and in partnership with communities.
Facilitate independent walking, cycling, and wheeling for everyone, including an unaccompanied 12year old.
Design places that provide enjoyment, comfort and protection.
Ensure access for all and equality of opportunity in public space.
Ensure all proposals are developed in a way that is context-specific and evidence-led.
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•

Reallocate road space, and restrict motor traffic permeability to prioritise people walking, cycling and
wheeling over private motor vehicles.

The Places for Everyone funding stream may fund up to 70% of eligible capital costs but will require the applicant
to develop the project through all Sustrans Design stages in partnership with a Sustrans Case Officer.

14.3 Renewable Energy Fund
Administered by South Lanarkshire Council, this fund is for capital projects within 10km of a participating
renewable energy development.
There are 39 participating windfarms contributing a total of approximately £900,000 per year for communities
in South Lanarkshire. The level of funding available dependents on the proximity to a contributing windfarm and
the scale of the windfarm.
The two options for grants are:
• Main renewable energy fund - grants over £10,000 up to 50% of total 'eligible' costs.
• Small grant scheme - grants of less than £10,000 and up to 100% of total 'eligible' costs for smaller
community-based projects
Projects should be place and community based and require evidence of community support and consultation.

14.4 Hagshaw Hill Wind Farm Trust:
The operator of the Hagshaw Hill Wind Farm (Scottish Power Renewables) has established a Trust to distribute
funding which assists the communities of Douglas, Coalburn and Glespin. Application to the Trust is through
South Lanarkshire Council. There appears to be no limit to the amount of funding or percentage of project costs
which will be considered by the Trust. It provides funding for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prevention or relief of poverty
Advancement of education
Advancement of citizenship or community development
Advancement of the arts, heritage, culture or science
Advancement of environmental protection or improvement
Any other purpose that may reasonably be regarded as analogous to any of the preceding purposes

Community Benefit agreed at £5k/MW/year for 25 years – a total CB per year from all 3 WF by 2024 expected
to be in the order of £1.5m.

14.5 Galawhistle Community Fund
Administered by Galawhistle Community Fund Panel with grants available for community groups and charities
benefiting people in Douglas, Glespin and Coalburn.
Groups can apply for grants between £500 and £20,000. Grants may be multi-year in nature, usually for no more
than three years.
The Fund is provided by Ventient Energy, owner and operator of Galawhistle Wind Farm, and decisions on
awards are made by Galawhistle Community Fund Panel, a group of community representatives.
Application forms and guidance can be downloaded from the Fund website or an application can be made online:
www.foundationscotland.org.uk/programmes/galawhistle

14.6 Scottish Government’s Improving Public Access Fund
Open to a range of public bodies, organisations and land managers. It provides for the capital costs of installing
paths, together with related items like drainage, self-closing gates, signposts, bridges and boardwalks.
The aim of the Improving Public Access item is to support new and upgraded paths for public use, providing:
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•
•
•

improved links and connectivity
improved path conditions
accessible paths for all

These new and improved paths will create a path resource that encourages outdoor access for a diverse range
of users, and helps to integrate responsible access and recreational use with good land management.

14.7 South Lanarkshire Council Place Based Investment Fund
Earlier this year the Scottish Government announced a £38 million capital injection into the national “Place
Based Investment Programme (PBIP)” for 2021-22. This is expected to be a multi-year Programme with funding
for future years to be confirmed in due course.
To apply to the fund the project and or the project feasibility study must be for works based within the
boundary as shown on the local plan for the following towns;
•
•
•

Strategic Centres - East Kilbride, Hamilton, Lanark.
Town Centres - Blantyre, Biggar, Cambuslang, Carluke, Larkhall, Rutherglen, Strathaven.
Local Centres - Blackwood/Kirkmuirhill, Carnwath, Coalburn, Crossford, Douglas, Forth, Law,
Lesmahagow, Almada St, Bothwell, Burnbank, High Blantyre, Hillhouse, Low Waters, Stonehouse,
Uddingston, Calderwood, East Kilbride Village, Greenhills, Lindsayfield, Stewartfield, St James Centre,
St Leonards, The Murray, Westwood, Burnside, Fernhill, Halfway, King’s Park.

The Grant is made to enable the Grantee to carry out the eligible elements of the Programme. To develop and
assess the feasibility of projects prior to submission to the main grant fund in future years and shall only be used
for the purposes of the Programme and for no other purpose whatsoever.
The main objectives of the Place Based Investment Programme are:
• to link and align place-based initiatives and establish a coherent local framework to implement the
Place Principle;
• to support place policy ambitions such as town centre revitalisation, community led regeneration, 20 minute neighbourhoods and Community Wealth Building;
• to ensure that all place- based investments are shaped by the needs and aspirations of local
communities;
• and to accelerate our ambitions for net zero, wellbeing and inclusive economic development, tackling
inequality and disadvantage, community involvement and ownership;
In the current tranche all projects must be completed by the end of March 2022 however it is likely there will be
future funding rounds.

14.8 Paths for All
Paths for All grant schemes are open to any constituted community group that have their own bank account.
Community organisations and registered community charities such as community councils, development trusts
and community woodland groups working in Scotland can all apply for their funding.
To be eligible for our Community Paths grants, the project must provide opportunities for people to get more
physically active outdoors and in contact with nature. Funding can be used to create, promote and maintain
community paths
Community Paths Grants - 2021/22 Community Paths Grant Scheme is now closed to applications.
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15 Operational Consideration
15.1 Ownership & Management
At present, there is no agreed group or entity to take the role of lead applicant in moving this project forward.
Furthermore, the group needs to agree whether they, or the local authority will then undertake the subsequent
management, maintenance and liability of the new path.
This entity could be either:
• Local Authority
• Existing Community Group
• A New Group
Responsibilities for this agreed entity will include creating a terms of reference document which will include:
•
•
•

Establishing a formal or informal agreement with the respective landowners for access across their
land.
Taking overall responsibility for all legal, financial, and operational due diligence associated with the
successful delivery of a path project.
Taking overall responsibility for all legal, financial, and operational due diligence associated with the
ongoing management and maintenance of the path.

15.2 Insurance & Liability
The ultimate “owner” of the path will require to hold adequate public liability insurance to protect them and
the relevant landowners against any liabilities resulting from path use.

15.3 Management & Maintenance
For the management and maintenance of footpaths, research has shown that no one delivery model fits best. If
financial constraints were not as significant as they currently are, then the local authority would be the most
obvious choice as is suggested in legislation, “The local authority shall ensure that there is adequate provision
of facilities for the inhabitants of their area for recreational, sporting, cultural and social activities”. (Local
Government and Scotland Planning Act 1982.)
However, pressure on local authority budgets mean that only statutory requirements are likely to be given
priority for funding and, as such, other models of management and maintenance have to be considered.
The challenge facing most walking routes, paths and trails is the regular and ongoing maintenance costs and
management of works. This is highlighted across the world as a challenge and no one model emerges as the
preferred one, given the different circumstances, legal requirements on local authorities/councils/agencies and
development groups. In addition, potential funders will need to be assured that there is a robust management
and maintenance strategy in place to ensure their respective investments create a sustainable legacy and are
not simply one-off grants.
Maintenance is the process of maintaining or preserving the path, or the condition of the path being maintained.
Management is the process of dealing with or controlling the use of the path by users. As the route crosses over
land owned by a number of individuals, companies and organisations, the funders will need an assurance that
public access, management and maintenance agreements are all in place to ensure legal and financial due
diligence is being observed. Scotland benefits from a “Right to Roam” and as such it would be beneficial to
ensure effective relationships with landowners, and the support and collaboration to provide infrastructure that
provides for users, whilst mitigating against any damage to private land.
Access Agreements will need to be in place between the landowners and the ultimate project / path “owner”.
Consideration will be required around the resourcing and delegation of the following regular and reactive tasks:
• Path surveys and inspections
• Path surface and edges
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Drains and culverts
Boundary structures, fences etc
Bridges
Site furniture, signage etc
Trees and shrubs
Reactive maintenance and repairs
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16 Monitoring & Evaluation Plan Including Behaviour Change
Aim 1: To make community and stakeholder participation an integral part of project delivery through understanding the needs of the community, local landowners, and key
stakeholders.
Objective
Deliver a community engagement
programme to allow for community
and stakeholder engagement, and
the effective understanding of
baseline information, behaviours,
attitudes, and barriers to Active
Travel.

Target
Community &
Stakeholder
Engagement
Plan in place.

Monitoring & Evaluation
Measures
Community survey via Survey Monkey.

Activities to Support
Behaviour Change
Draft Plan written

Lead Partner/
Agency
AJA; RDT; Lead
Applicant

Options Appraisal scoring framework in place.

Options Appraisal agreed.

AJA; RDT

Options Appraisal written.

Options Appraisal agreed.

Agreements in Principle with the key landowners in place.

Agreements in Principle in place

AJA; RDT;
landowners

Community Meetings (on-line).
School Postcard from the Future.
Community & Stakeholder Engagement Plan in place.
Conduct a further Community Survey in 12 months’ time to
allow measurement of behaviour change through revisiting
modes of travel, reasons for travel, and frequency of travel.

The community and other key
stakeholders are represented in the
options appraisal process.
Identify and engage with all key
landowners in a positive and
informative way that supports and
progresses the development of the
path project.
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Community
and key
stakeholders
engaged.
All key
landowners
engaged and
consulted.

Aim 2: Construction of an accessible path for walking, cycling and wheeling between Douglas and Glespin.
Objective
Target
Monitoring & Evaluation Measures
Identify a key Active Travel route, and
design and provide appropriate
infrastructure.

Key
Active
Travel route
identified.

Visual inspection and audit.

Appropriate
infrastructure
in place.

Community meeting to assess the current issues and
opportunities.

Stakeholder meetings.

Landowner meetings (online and on site).
Community Survey via Survey Monkey.
Data to be compared with future surveys where appropriate.

Ensure the design and delivery of the
project aligns with community,
landowners and wider stakeholder
needs.
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Route option
and
design
agreed with
key
stakeholders.

The route and design requirements of the path are based on
the findings from the community, stakeholder, and
landowner engagements.
The resulting route and design are shared with the
community to strengthen support for the project.

Activities to Support Behaviour
Change
Key Active Travel route mapped.
Appropriate infrastructure in place
that addresses issues and problems
raised by communities, landowners
and other stakeholders. This to
include:
- path surface
- stock proof fencing and
gates

Lead Partner/
Agency
AJA; RDT; SLC;
Lead Applicant

Improvements in place to public
realm, environment, infrastructure,
interpretation along the route that
encourages behaviour change and is:
- functional
- place-conscious
- aesthetically pleasing
This to include:
- appropriate directional
signage connecting both
villages and linking to wider
path networks
- seating installed at 4
locations along the route
- interpretation added
exploring the history and
culture of the area
Improvements in place to public
realm, environment, infrastructure,
interpretation along the route that
encourages behaviour change and is:
- functional
- place-conscious
- aesthetically pleasing

AJA; RDT; SLC

See above.
Ensure the resulting path is feasible,
sustainable and that liabilities are
identified and managed effectively.

Feasibility
Study
complete.

Feasibility Study in place that lists the on-going management
and liability considerations, presenting a structure to ensure
its ongoing sustainability.

Ensure the resulting designs are
inclusive and benefit as many people
as possible, in particular supporting
those with additional needs, and
reducing barriers to Active Travel for
all.

Equality
Impact
Assessment
(EqIA)
complete.

EqIA in place.

RDT

EqIA reviewed regularly.

AJA; RDT; Lead
Applicant

Activities to Support Behaviour
Change
Review and, where necessary,
increase provision of cycle parking at
Douglas primary school and Glespin
village hall

Lead Partner/
Agency
Lead Applicant

Aim 3: To increase the number of people wheeling and walking in the area
Objective

Target

More people say that Active Travel in
the area is safer than before the
project.

As no baseline
exists,
we
need
to
determine
baseline
numbers so
these can be
measured
again at a later
date

Monitoring &
Evaluation Measures
Community Survey via Survey Monkey.
Baseline data is presented resulting from the desktop
research, and community engagement survey work.
School Postcard from the Future
Conduct a further survey in 12 months’ time to revisit
behaviour change, frequency, and attitudes, enabling a
correlation with any infrastructure or service changes, and
ultimately resulting behavioural change:
5% increase – based on survey data comparison

Two safe informal road crossings in
place in Glespin.
Safe informal road crossing in place
close to the old stone bridge crossing
the Douglas Water.
Cycle training for families aimed at
raising awareness of the inherent
health benefits associated with
cycling and encouraging greater bike
use.
Develop a high-profile travel
awareness campaign, including:
- the promotion of walking
and cycling
- Active Travel marketing and
information
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More people say that Active Travel is
their first or usual choice for travel
between the two villages.

As no baseline
exists,
we
need
to
determine
baseline
numbers so
these can be
measured
again at a later
date.
Set an initial
target of path
users
and
measure
annually with
electronic
people
counter

Community Survey via Survey Monkey.
Baseline data is presented resulting from the desktop
research, and community engagement survey work.
School Postcard from the Future
Conduct a further survey in 12 months’ time to revisit
behaviour change, frequency, and attitudes, enabling a
correlation with any infrastructure or service changes, and
ultimately resulting behavioural change:
5% increase – based on survey data comparison
Consider electronic people counter on the path

Review and, where necessary,
increase provision of cycle parking at
Douglas primary school and Glespin
village hall.

Lead Applicant

Introduce measures to minimise antisocial behaviour on the route and
minimise any chance of livestock
escaping (stock proof fencing and
gates where necessary).
Cycle training for families aimed at
raising awareness of the inherent
health benefits associated with
cycling and encouraging greater bike
use.
Develop a high-profile travel
awareness campaign, including:
- the promotion of walking
and cycling
- Active Travel marketing and
information

Aim 4: To help overcome barriers to the use of Active Travel, such as current behaviours, attitudes to Active Travel, transport poverty, and lack of knowledge, skills and
confidence.
Objective

Target

Identify the key barriers to Active
Travel and the extent to which they
exist in the community through the
engagement process and reviewing
existing data.

Identify key
barriers
to
Active Travel

Measure reduction in perceived
barriers to Active Travel.
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Monitoring & Evaluation Measures
Desk top research
Community meeting.
Community Survey that considers real and perceived
barriers.

Number
of,
and extent to
which,

Community Survey and wider consultation plan.

Activities to Support Behaviour
Change
Introduce measures to minimise antisocial behaviour on the route and
minimise any chance of livestock
escaping (including stock proof
fencing and gates where necessary).

Lead Partner/
Agency
Lead Applicant

Behaviour Change Plan in place.
Develop future survey

Lead Applicant

respondents
agree
that
their barriers
to
Active
Travel
have
reduced.

Conduct a further survey in 12 months’ time to revisit
behaviour change, frequency, and attitudes, enabling a
correlation with any infrastructure or other changes, and
ultimately resulting behavioural change.

Number
of
people who
feel less cut off
from Douglas.
Identify existing or potential
incentives and activities that might
motivate local stakeholders to change
their mode of transport from car to
wheeling or walking.
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Develop
a
Behaviour
Change Plan.

Behaviour Change Plan written.
Feasibility Study complete.

Behaviour Change Plan in place.

Lead Applicant

17 Project Risk Register

Douglas-Glespin Path

Risk Register

Risk Categories:

0-8
Low Risk

Risk
Area

Risk Identified
(Describe the risk to be
managed)

Date: March 2022

9-17
Medium Risk

18-25
High Risk

Probability
Factor (1-5, with
5 being most
probable)

Impact
Factor (15, with 5
being
most
severe)

Risk
Ranking
(probability
x
impact
=
probability)

Risk Management (how the risk will
be managed)

Risk Responsibility
(Describes who will
be responsible for
managing
the
identified risk)

Risk Monitoring

This is both a strategic and
operational risk. There are 2 key
landowners both of whom have
been consulted and both of whom
have voiced a range of concerns.
Unless these landowners can be
convinced of the value of allowing
access, and that they would not in
any way be liable, then the only
alternative option would be to
consider a Community Right to Buy
or Compulsory Purchase Order.
The project was initiated by the
Rural Development Trust (RDT) and
delivered through Community
Action Lanarkshire (CAL) in
consultation with the local
community.
However, it is unlikely that RDT/CAL
will be the lead applicant required to
agree Access Agreements with the

New lead Applicant
and local landowners

New lead Applicant

Rural Development
Trust RDT
Community Action
Lanarkshire (CAL) and
local community

Rural Development
Trust RDT
Community Action
Lanarkshire (CAL) and
local community

1.0 Strategic
1.1

Land owner agreements to
create a 3m wide path
across their land

3

5

15

1.2

Uncertainty of who the
lead applicant is going to
be in progressing the
project.

4

5

20
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land owners and to submit a
planning and funding applications.
This is a potentially serious risk and
a solution needs to be worked out
with the local community.
2.0 Operational Risks
2.1

2.2

2.3

Once the lead applicant
group has been decided
they will need to meet
with South Lanarkshire
Council as there are a
number of key issues that
will need to be decided.
Consideration of adopting,
maintaining and insuring a
new Path

1

4

5

5

5

20

Major Civil Engineering
works the community’s and
landowner’s preferred
choice of route is one
which aligns closely with
the A70 Ayr Road
4

5

20

Meet South Lanarkshire Council to
enquire if the community can secure
the capital funding to build a path,
will the Council adopt, maintain and
insure the new Path? If the Council
decide to adopt and maintain the
Path this will be a key consideration
when applying to key funders.

New lead applicant

New lead applicant

However, if the Council decides not
to adopt, maintain and insure the
Path the lead applicant group will
need to write a Management and
Maintenance Plan as this will be
required by key funders.
This however poses a number of
major civil engineering works
challenges especially around the
need for part of the path to have
gabion reinforcement where the
Douglas Water is in danger of
scouring out below the A70 and the
path in part to be built on top of
these gabions.

New lead applicant

New lead applicant

New lead applicant

New Lead applicant

Given landowner restrictions, there
will also be a requirement to build a
crossing over the Douglas Water and
several small burns and streams
crossings.
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2.4

Road crossing of A70 at
Glespin
3

2.5

Propose new Path’s links
to other path/cycling
routes

3

4

3

12

9

As the Path enters Glespin on the
south side of the A70, there may be
a need to create be some sort of
road crossing. Despite there being a
30MPH in the village local feedback
suggests there is a prevalence of
speeding drivers passing through the
village.
The proposed path between Glespin
and Douglas could become a
strategic link in the wider walking
and cycling networks including
linking to the River Ayr Way to the
Clyde Walkway and

New lead applicant
new lead applicant

New lead applicant

Rural Development
Trust RDT
Community Action
Lanarkshire (CAL),
local community and
new lead applicant

Rural Development
Trust RDT
Community Action
Lanarkshire (CAL), local
community and new
lead applicant

This is a distinct possibility given the
significant civil engineering works
required as well as the increasing
costs of materials caused by the
pandemic.
It is recommended once a route has
been approved, a thorough audit of
all civil engineering works is carried
out and these are reflected in an
overall Path Design and Build
specification.
This project is going to require in the
region of £1.6m to construct a 2.5
mile by 3m wide Path including
major civil engineering works.
If the lead applicant has limited
experience in securing major capital
funding and project managing a
construction project, it is
recommended that they seek a
specialist consultancy who can
deliver these services.

New lead applicant

New lead applicant

New lead applicant

New lead applicant

3.0 Financial Risks
3.1

Project costs more than
originally budgeted for

3

3.2

5

15

Ability to secure capital
funding and manage the
project
3
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5

15

3.3

Failure to secure adequate
capital funding

Reduction in Local
Authority budgets leading
to a lack of investment in
maintaining the
infrastructure.
4.0 Political/External Risks

3

5

15

3.4

4.1

4.1

Relationship with key land
owners

Relationship with key
partners and community
stakeholders.

4

2

2

3

5

5

12

10

10

The lead applicant group will require
to have an Exit Strategy in case they
are unable to secure the required
capital funding.
This is the current position in nearly
all Scottish Local Authorities, and the
lead applicant will need to be aware
of the Council’s circumstances.

New lead applicant

New lead applicant

New lead applicant

New lead applicant

This is a critical relationship, both
from a continuing supporting role for
the project, and the ongoing
maintenance and management of the
Paths across their land
This is a critical relationship, both
from a continuing supporting role for
the project and the ongoing support
for the project.

New lead applicant

New lead applicant

New lead applicant

New lead applicant

Part of the promotion of active travel
should focus on good media
relationships. The lead applicant
should seek to engage local
newspapers and the media etc. to
promote the Path and the benefits to
local communities and visitors.

New lead applicant

New lead applicant

5.0 External Relationships
5.1

Media Relations
3
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3

9

18 Recommendations
1.

Notwithstanding the initial feedback from the Council, the Trust and the Community Council should
formally approach South Lanarkshire Council to establish whether the Council could become the lead
applicant and vehicle for project delivery.

2.

Should the Council be unable to take the project forward, the Rural Development Trust and the local
community should agree and identify an appropriate project lead applicant to enable the project to
proceed. This could be for example the Douglas and Glespin Community Council, or a new legal entity
created by the local community specifically for this project.

3.

Once a lead applicant body has been identified, consideration should be given to how best to approach
the challenge of securing significant capital funding to deliver the project, taking consideration of the
funders identified in this report. Further design work will be required before the project is eligible for
capital funding.

4.

The lead applicant should hold further landowner discussions to conclude an Access Agreement for a
path across the preferred route.

5.

When landowner approval has been secured, a path specification can be prepared with particular
reference to the challenging civil engineering aspects associated with its construction (in particular
gabion baskets and water crossings).

6.

The lead applicant body should advertise the project for a design and build path on Public Contract
Scotland to obtain tenders which will provide more detailed construction costs for all associated works.

7.

On receipt of these tenders, the designs submitted by the preferred contactor are used to make a
planning application to South Lanarkshire Council.

8.

On receipt of adequate capital funding, a preferred contactor should be appointed, and the lead
applicant should consider how best to project manage the construction of the
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19 Appendices
19.1 Appendix One: Equalities Impact Assessment
Section 1 – Project Details
1.1

Scheme name:

Douglas to Glespin Path Project

1.2

Revision number:
Officers/consultants involved
in the EqIA

1.4

Lead Officer carrying out the
EqIA

1.5

Date EqIA started

1.6

Date EqIA completed

1.7

What is the purpose and aims
of the
Scheme/proposal

Name:
William Gilfillan
Job Title:
Consultant, Alan Jones Associates
Name:
Job Title:
William Gilfillan
August 2021

Project Vision
The development and delivery of a new accessible path between Glespin and Douglas, providing a safer route for walking, cycling and
wheeling between both communities, and supporting local residents and visitors to choose greener and healthier modes of travel more
frequently.
Project Aims
1: To make community and stakeholder participation an integral part of project delivery through understanding the needs of the
community, local landowners, and key stakeholders.
2: Construction of an accessible path for walking, cycling and wheeling between Douglas and Glespin.
3: To increase the number of people wheeling and walking in the area.
4: To help overcome barriers to the use of Active Travel, such as current behaviours, attitudes to Active Travel, transport poverty, and
lack of knowledge, skills and confidence.

1.8

Who does
impact?
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the

scheme

This project will affect people living, working and learning in the area and making use of the new footpath route connecting Glespin
and Douglas.

1.9

Are there any aspects which
explicitly
address
discrimination, victimisation
or harassment? Please detail

Transport Hierarchy – to prioritise walking and cycling/wheeling
Transport poverty and the role of active travel.
Recognition and acknowledgement of the importance of active travel.

1.10

Are there any aspects which
explicitly promote equal
opportunities? Please detail

Transport Hierarchy – to prioritise walking and cycling/ wheeling.
Project aims to make the designs as inclusive as possible and have a fair and transparent process for this.
Appropriate and thorough community engagement to give a voice also to seldom heard groups and to those who identify with one or
more of the recognised protected characteristics.

1.12

Are there any aspects which
explicitly
foster
good
relations? Please detail

National Standards for Community Engagement will be used in all aspects.
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Section 2 – Evidence
Please outline what is known currently about the experiences of people under each characteristic
2.1

Age
Including the
experiences of
young people
(age 18 and
under) and older
people.

Douglas shows a declining population from a figure of 1,740 in 2001 to an estimated 1,460 in 2018 (16% decline)

Name

Council Area

Population
Census
2001-04-29

Population
Census
2011-03-27

Population
Estimate
2016-06-30

Population
Estimate
2018-06-30

Douglas

South Lanarkshire

1,740

1,620

1,490

1,460

Source: National Records of Scotland
0-15 years

264

17.7%

16-64 years

898

60.3%

65+ years

328

22.0%

Est: 2016
The population of Glespin is estimated at around 150.
Detailed breakdown not available at this geography
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Source
2011 Census and 2016
Estimates
USP Your Town Audit
(detailed for populations
greater than 1000)

2.2

Disability
Including the
experiences of
people with long
term limiting
health
conditions.

In 2017, the Scottish Health Survey (SHeS) estimated that 45% of adults (and 17% of children) had a
long-term condition or illness, and that 32% of adults (and 10% of children) had long-term
conditions that were also limiting.
In South Lanarkshire, male life expectancy is 76.4 years, lower than the Scottish average of 77.1
years. Female life expectancy is 80.5 years, lower than the Scottish average of 81.1 years.
Individuals who live in households with a disabled person are more likely to experience income
poverty (24%) than those without (17%)

National Transport
Strategy - Equality Impact
Assessment

Increased priority for pedestrians, including extended crossing time, will also benefit people who
may need more time to cross the road comfortably

Most older pedestrians
are unable to cross the
road in time: a cross
sectional study, Asher L,
Age and Ageing, Volume
41, Issue 5, 1 September
2012, Pages 690–694

All proposed outputs from Alan Jones Associates’ work on this project will take into account the
needs of users with disabilities.
2.3

Ethnicity

Scottish Health Survey

Ethnic minority groups are traditionally under-represented during formal consultations.
Glespin:
Detail not captured at this geography
Douglas:
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White

1,604

99.0%

Scotland

96.0%

Asian

5

0.3%

2.7%

Mixed/multiple

8

0.5%

1.0%

Other ethnic group

3

0.2%

0.3%

2011 Census

2.4

Gender

Women in Scotland are much more likely than men to be part-time workers (44% compared to
15%) with over 75% of Scotland’s part-time workforce being female. Women are also more likely to
be in low-paid work, with 64% of people paid below the Living Wage being female
Glespin:
Details not captured at this geography
Douglas:
Males

701

47%

Females

789

53%

House of Commons
Library (2019) Briefing
paper: Women and the
Economy

2016 Census estimates

Est: 2016

2.5

Gender
Reassignment

Transgender people are more likely to be publicly harassed or victimised. Paths which are easily
visible to passers-by are likely to reduce the risk of this.
Someone undergoing hormone replacement therapy or gender reassignment surgery may require
resting points.

2.6

Marriage and
Civil Partnership
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N/A in the context of this study

Transgender Experiences
in Scotland report

2.7

Pregnancy /
Maternity

Pregnant people may require rest stops. There should be no obstructions to pushchairs or buggies,
and paths should be wide enough for a twin buggy.

2.8

Religion / Belief

Glespin:
Detail not available at this geography
Douglas:
Church of Scotland

747

49.3%

Roman Catholic

117

7.7%

15.9%

Christian (other)

51

3.4%

5.5%

7

0.5%

9.5%

593

39.1%

36.7%

Other religion
No religion

Scotland

32.4%

People who are Roman Catholic or Muslim are more likely to live in Scotland's 15% most deprived
areas when compared to other religious groups and those with no religion.

2.9

Sexual
Orientation

2011 Census

Scottish Government,
Poverty and Income
Inequality in Scotland
2014-17, 2018.

LGBTQ+ people are more likely to experience victimisation and harassment in public places. Up to
6% of the population identify under LGBTQ+ umbrella
https://www.stonewall.org.uk/lgbt-britain-hate-crime-and-discrimination
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/culturalidentity/sexuality

2.1
0

Other
marginalised
groups
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The Fairer Scotland Duty, which came into effect in April 2018, places a legal responsibility on
particular public bodies in Scotland to actively consider (‘pay due regard’ to) how they can reduce
inequalities of outcome caused by socio-economic disadvantage, when making strategic decisions.

National Transport
Strategy - Fairer Scotland
Duty: Assessment

2.1
1

2.1
2

Have people
who identify
with any of the
characteristics
been involved in
the
development of
the scheme?

Yes

☒

No

☐

Please outline
any involvement
or consultation
which has been
carried out or is
planned.

Details
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Date

Due to Covid-19 restrictions, it has been
agreed with the Management Group that
Alan Jones Associates will deliver this project
by means other than direct face-to-face
engagement (unless there is significant
relaxation of the current rules)

Summary of Findings
*Meetings/engagement – taken to mean virtual (by electronic
means) in Stage 0 and hopefully by other means later in the
project and through Stage1 (subject to relaxation of Covid-19
restrictions)

Meetings* with Management Group

Monthly

Management Group is made up of: Sarah O’Sullivan (The Rural
Development Trust)

Meetings* with other partners doing similar
work in the study area

As required

South Lanarkshire Council – Roads/ Environment/ Planning/
Equalities

Engagement* with school children – via
Head Teacher at Douglas Primary

28-09-21

Children completed ‘Postcards from the Future’

Consultation* with other key stakeholder
groups

Ongoing

Transport Scotland

Meetings on site with the 2 key landowners

28-09-21

Discussed and walked potential route options

Community evening meetings x2

06-09-21
10-01-22

Open evening meetings via Zoom

Section 3 – Impact
Based on what is known in Section 2, please
outline the impact you expect the scheme to
have
3.1
Age
Including impact relating young
people (age 18 and over) and older
people.

3.2

Disability

3.3

Including impact relating to long
term limiting health conditions.
Ethnicity
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Possible positive (+) impact

Possible adverse (-) impact

Neutral impact likely (ü)

Wider benefit for all members of the
public.
Improved access for all, particularly for
young people connecting with friends.
More active travel provides health
benefits, cycle training and walking for
Health encouraged. School travel
planning supports safer and more
sustainable journeys to school.

Wider benefit for all members of
the public.
Wider benefit for all members of
the public. No specific impact on
this protected characteristic.
Increased provision of healthy
paths suitable for improved access
for all; including additional seating,
an improved environment for
walking and wheeling and general
environmental/ public realm
improvements.

3.4

Gender

Wider benefit for all members of the
public. Increased provision of healthy
paths suitable for improved access for
all – including additional seating, an
improved environment for walking and
wheeling and general environmental/
public realm improvements.
Cycle training and Walking for Health
encouraged

There is likely to be a positive
impact on those walking or cycling
alone, as improved public realm,
and potential new footpath will
provide an enhanced feeling of
safety.
3.5

Gender Reassignment

Wider benefit for all members of
the public. No specific impact on
this protected characteristic.
Increased provision of healthy
paths suitable for improved access
for all
Cycle training and Walking for
Health encouraged.

3.6

Marriage / Civil Partnership

Wider benefit for all members of
the public. No specific impact on
this protected characteristic.
Increased provision of healthy
paths suitable for improved access
for all.
Cycle training and Walking for
Health encouraged.
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3.7

Pregnancy / Maternity

3.8

Religion / Belief
Including the experiences of people
with no religion or belief.

3.9

Sexual orientation

3.10

Other marginalised groups

3.11

Cross Cutting
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Wider benefit for all members of
the public. Increased provision of
healthy paths suitable for improved
access for all.
Walking for Health encouraged.
Wider benefit for all members of
the public. No specific impact on
this protected characteristic.
Increased provision of healthy
streets suitable for improved
access for all.
Cycle training and Walking for
Health encouraged.
Wider benefit for all members of
the public. No specific impact on
this protected characteristic.
Increased provision of healthy
streets suitable for improved
access for all.
Cycle training and Walking for
Health encouraged.

Section 4 – Assessment
4.1

Select the assessment
1. No major change
result, 1-4, which applies
and give a brief justification If this is selected, you are
confirming that the EQIA
demonstrates the
proposal is robust and
there is no possible
adverse impact.
2. Continue the scheme

☐

If this is selected, you must demonstrate that all opportunities
to promote equality have already been taken.

☒

If this is selected, you are
confirming that the EqIA
identifies possible adverse
impact or missed
opportunities, but the
scheme can be justified.
3. Adjust the scheme
If this is selected, you are
confirming that the EqIA
identifies possible adverse
impact or missed
opportunities which
suggest the scheme needs
to be adjusted.
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Justification:

Justification:
There is a possibility that individuals with protected
characteristics may not have been consulted during this project.

☐

Justification:
If this is selected, you must set out the reasons why an adjusted
scheme is required. For example, to remove unjustifiable
barriers or address opportunities that cannot be missed on the
balance of proportionality and relevance.

4. Stop and remove the
scheme

☐

Justification:
If this is selected, you must set out the reasons for halting the
scheme or significantly changing it to avoid unlawful
discrimination.

The scheme shows actual
or possible unlawful
discrimination. It must be
halted or significantly
changed.
Section 5 – Actions
5.1

Please outline how you will
monitor the impact of the
scheme

Alan Jones Associates will work with the Management Group to analyse population data (where this can be found at
the relevant geography) to obtain information on all protected characteristics outlined in the Equalities Act. We will
use this information to ensure that, wherever possible, all those with protected characteristics are represented in the
community engagement process.

5.2

Please outline action to be
taken in order to:
• Mitigate possible
adverse negative
impact (listed under
Section 3);
• Promote possible
positive impacts and;
• Gather further
information or
evidence

Action

Lead

Timescale

Census and other data used to
identify those with protected
characteristics

Consultants and Management Group

September 2021

Use the Local Access Panel to identify
any local disability groups to engage
with and to evaluate the engagement
process to ensure it does not
inadvertently exclude anyone.

Consultants and Management Group

Throughout project as required
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5.3

When is the
scheme/proposal due to be
reviewed?

Ensure there are no barriers to
inclusion in the community
engagement process.
Consultation and communication
material will be made possible via
various platforms e.g. on-line,
through social media platforms and
in local papers / community
newsletters. Meetings arranged at
different time so as not to exclude
those with family/ work/ business/
care commitments etc.

Consultants and Management Group

Throughout project as required

Promotional material for
engagement and project reporting to
include imagery and reference to
protected characteristics.

Consultants and Management Group

Throughout project as required

Midway through community engagement process it will be reviewed to ensure the commitments and actions above
have been met. It will be kept under regular review.

Section 6 – Approval
6.1

Senior Officers who this
scheme will be reported by

6.2

Signature

6.3

Date
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Sarah O’Sullivan (Rural Development Trust)

15.03.22

19.2 Appendix Two: Further Comments
Route Preference
Route 1
A more simpler route to use
A much safer route to walk A lot straighter route close to the road Feel safer walking this route
Appears to be the easier option for walkers and cyclists, I feel this path would be more accessible to villagers
As I know this route already
As it is a more direct route than 2 or 3
Be good straight route footpath can walk kids or pets
Closer to main road, more open and safer for lone users
Direct and quicker
Direct route
Easiest
Encourage more people to use it as it takes everything of the main road which can be very scary
Feel a lot safer with more people passing. Not out the way, and already walk this route so would be great if
it was made safe.
Feel safer due to visibility
I chose route 1 as it runs alongside the main road which will be good for the youth to walk back and forward
safely for socialising purposes especially as the bus service is limited. It would also be good for young families
to walk whilst their kids cycle etc. Route 2. & 3 are used regular by persons anyway and especially when the
want to walk in the summer or great walks with kids near the fields and trees etc and visit the tunnel taking
their dogs etc.
I wouldn't like to see the woods carved up for a pathway.
It appears to be the most direct
It is by far the most sensible
It would just be a lovely walk
It's appears to be the most direct and safest route
It's probably the easiest for every level of fitness and possibly the easiest to make
It's seems more direct in and out of the village instead of the steep terrain up to the farm
It's the one where you're most visible.
It's the quickest rout and the easiest for some people who might have slight mobility issues.
Joining the path to other routes around the village.A good link between villages
Least onerous and most direct
Least red sections, so accessible for all.
Like to cycle to Glespin but road is too busy
Looks simplest option
Makes more sense
Most direct route
Most direct route
Most direct route Would be adjacent to the road and could therefore form part of the Councils adopted
footpath / pavement network which could be maintained by Roads Dept. Most level route with not too many
gradients Perception of safety as not going through remoter area
Most direct route with the least significant challenges
Most direct.
No preference
Not as our the way to get to Douglas
Not so many up hills for the bikes to go up and faster to make
Option two appeals to me as it does not damage/mess with the local history of the old railway bridges.
Other two have a lot more hills which could make it unmanageable or unappealing to some
Route 1 is more or less flat routes 2 and 3 have steep hills
Route 1 is the quickest and easiest. Route 2 is the most scenic but involves going up West brae Station Road.
None of the routes use the right of way at Hazelside Cottage/Windrow Cottage to Bishet Bridge on the old
railway
Route 1 Most direct, route 2 a definite no due to being too isolated and again route 3 looks like it would be
isolated too
Seems most accessible and easiest
Seems safest route
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Seems simplest
Shorter!
Shortest and most direct
Shortest and most direct route, I feel this would get used more.
Shortest route and not steep
Shortest route for children
Shortest route with the least number of steep areas which could be difficult for some users
Should be a much more practical option-more feasible in long run in my opinion.
Simplest and straightforward route for adults and kids alike .
Simplest, safest looking
Straight
The best route
Think it would be a safer route as no woods to cut through.
This may be easier when walking with young children
This seems the most direct
Would feel safer going this route rather away up near the forests
Route Two
A better walk
Although it has to climb up the hillside so making it pretty steep in parts this would seem to be the safest
option as it is completely detached from the existing A70
As going the graveyard path when you come out it’s a bit of a bad road with traffic going past. It’s too
dangerous to walk the road after the graveyard
Avoids the footbridge and underpass if cycling
Better option for the access to properties past the main Glespin straight and less disruption / direct contact
way the A70 and lorry traffic
Having walked all these routes I prefer this route due to the different terrain, features and scenery
encountered.
I think would be a nicer route to walk
It takes you away from the A70 so less traffic pollution, clean air, closer to nature
It would be more appropriate to reuse the existing station road
Its further separated from the roads so would give a more enjoyable area to walk/cycle through past the
Forrest etc
Keeps away from the A70 and goes through nice countryside.
Keeps the cemetery path separate Scenery is nicer on route 2
More scenic away from roads
Path would appear to be further from main road.
railway line would be more cost affected just need water drains from the track and you are away from heavy
traffic
Route Three
All routes would be better than what we have now
Doesn't really matter either way would be beneficial
Further away from Ayr Road (A70)
It looks a good route to walk along the forest and away from the road
It’s away from A70 and would be running along beside the river
Keeps route away from A70 and incorporates a stretch of riverside walking
More challenging route
More scenic
More scenic and adventure on bike
More scenic no one wants to walk beside a busy road
No road to cross , scenic
Or route one uses nearly route
Probably the easiest and cheapest to implement
Safer and better views
Safety
Seeing more of nature on this trail avoiding road and steep incline
Seems the most interesting route
Station road can be steep and not suitable for all walkers abilities.
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Underpass could attract unsociable behaviour, route 2 includes a reasonably steep climb for those less able
utilises partially established routes.
Wider Path Links
Path Links
A route from Douglas to Glespin connects Douglas to the B roads going to Crawfordjohn , Leadhills etc , this
is a massive rural network of roads with little traffic and is safe to cycle on . It opens up some of the most
exciting routes in the country like the Menoch pass for example.
All routes
Any available
Any, the more the better. We should be trying to connect the whole of Scotland in this way. It would have
such amazing health benefits for people to have that infrastructure. We should be looking to turn old disused
rail lines in these areas into active travel paths as a way to regenerate the areas and make use of the land
that’s fallen into disuse
As far as it’s possible to go safely cycling with my children
Ayr walkway
Ayrshire
Ayrshire
Ayrshire footpaths
Bike path between Poniel and Lesmahagow
Cemetery, Douglas primary, Douglas Main Street
Clyde walk. Route to Lanark.
Connect to a path up Crawfordjohn way or past Douglas connecting to the Lesmahagow route
Connect to Douglas Estate and maybe ponel round about and possibly Coalburn
Connecting path to Crawfordjohn, and or Coalburn and or Muirkirk?
Cycle to Crawfordjohn
Don't know what ones there are as I don't feel safe enough to go and walk that area at the moment without
the path.
Douglas paths
Douglas to Rigside
Douglas....coalburn....
down to the tunnel coming out at Widrow Cottage
Extend towards Glenbuck?
From Douglas to Lesmahagow using the already cycle path just past Poniel
From Glespin to Douglas as it's impossible to walk as cars and lorries go too fast
Glenbuck
Glespin,Douglas,Coalburn and Lesmahagow
I would use it for circular walks using the old railway line, the setup, mountain drivers mill road
It would be good to see the path connect to a route for Coalburn
It would take you nearer river Ayr Way
Lesmahagow cycle path
Many routes
More routes around Glespin and possibly up to Glentaggart area
Mountain Drive linking at Ayr Road. No safe path to get back into the village
Path to Coalburn and Lesmahagow
River Ayr walk
River Ayr walk way
River Ayr walkway. Douglas West Community woodland. Douglas Castle.
Route 1 would make it safer coming from/going round the mountain drive routes 2 & 3 I assume the tunnel
& along the railway line and probably other walks
Route 3 this makes it a round trip
The castle grounds and the strip
The cycle lane to reach the cycle lanes leading up the old m74 to Abington route or the old m74 leading to
new cycle lane at start of slip road to North m74
The national cycle network
The proposed longer distance route from the River Ayr Way to the Clyde Walkway. links to the network of
windfarm service road tracks in the area
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To be honest no sure but along as it a safer path that's all that matters to me
Tow Lanark and l
Lesmahgow
We stay in Symington and often travel to Douglas, Leadhills, Cumnock etc for walking so anything around
here
Would be great to connect to Glenbuck for Mountain bike rides
Project Comments & Feedback
Comments on positive impact / benefits
A lot of the kids have friends in both villages, buses are not great, this cycle/walkway would mean safer
access for the 2 villages as there is too much traffic on A70 and a lot of HGVS so it's not safe to walk or cycle
the route. It would especially be great during summer holidays to keep kids and adults connected allowing
safe access to both villages, healthier actions by the kids as they can cycle rather than just connecting via
technology. We have waited a lot of years to get something like this done and am excited to see it happening
Ayr Road (A70) has a high influx of heavy goods vehicles and a safe route would help the 2 villages residents
to up their health and well being
Connecting paths between villages would have many benefits for both communities
Contecting Douglas to Glespin would provide safe cycling access from Douglas to the massive rural network
of B roads going to Leadhills Sanqkar etc.
Currently unsafe to walk the existing road, this would make travel between the 2 villages safe and encourage
outdoor access use by residents and further local communities
Currently would not walk to Glespin due to heavy traffic and lack of safe footpath.
Encourages safe travelling from one village to another, limiting isolation as no one risks the road as there is
no footpath and so much traffic and lorries to be cautious of. Provides good links for people to work and
socialise. Free safe family time. It has been needed for many years. A lot of people walk the path to cemetery
and need to turn back as not safe enough to go any further up.
Great idea. A lot of people already walk this route so would benefit everyone by being made safe. I think it
would also encourage people to walk/cycle more instead of drive.
Great walk for local duke of Edinburgh groups!
I live in Glespin and the scenery is beautiful so a walking/cycling route would be great for adults and children
to be able to get good exercise and enjoy the countryside going to shops etc without having to take the bus
which isn't very regular.
I think it would be great for the local community
I think it's great that this is happening for everyone s safety when out walking our cycling.
I think this will be a very well used path, excellent cycle route for kids in Glespin and Douglas
I think this would benefit people in both Douglas and Glespin
Ideal for families from Glespin walking or cycling keep them safe
It might get more people out walking/cycling
It takes away the need to use my car and would be a brilliant way to exercise every day ,I often walk to
Douglas by way of the road but getting more dangerous as the traffic increases
It would be a fab idea and help build confidence with my kids on their bike rather than taking them on to a
busy road
It would be nice to have made up walking path to spend more outdoor time and make best of it
Love the idea I live Douglas and my family in Glespin so could walk to theirs more instead of using the car
Feel it would be used a lot
Not only would it be beneficial to the wider public, but it would also potentially remove cyclists from a
narrow, twisty stretch of road, reducing the danger to themselves and other road users
This has been something that has been needed for many years now and with his times decreasing, lots of
village member walk to and from Douglas on that dangerous road. In the light and the dark, well over due.
This is long overdue having been an Glespin resident for many years then having to move to Douglas for
more access to amenities
This is long overdue and will provide a safe path for all to utilise. The main A70 between the two villages is
unsafe for walking and for family cycling
This route would connect a safe path between the two villages, it would make a great difference to the
villagers’ health opportunities, with walking and cycling in a safe route. With a very busy main Ayr Road at
most of our doorsteps, the path will enable us and our children’s safer opportunities to be outdoors. I feel
this would be a very positive venture for all villagers.
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This would open further walking routes within the area.
We have lost a lot of our mountain biking and walking routes due to windfarm development which means
we are having to use the A70 a lot more. A new safe route for cycling would be great.
We have no shops in Glespin and bus times are currently every 2 hours
Would allow safe walking/cycling to Glespin to visit friends
Would benefit local residents in both villages as well as people outwith the area joining onto longer routes.
It's a nice area to walk/cycle in.
Would help promote the area for tourism and recreational outdoor access
Comments around design, route, inclusions, and management
I think it is a great idea, it would be good to have facilities in Glespin to allow walkers to have a coffee or a
bit to eat before heading back to Douglas if that was the route of travel
My preference outwith the three options would be to utilise the existing path from the N side of the Douglas
Water, (off the road to Douglas West) along past the Window Wood and exit below Hazelside farm. The
remainder of the path would be as option 1
the path up the strip and threw the woods linking on to the old railway needs fixed as muddy people using
motorbike has ruined the foot path would be another route you could use walking from Douglas
Wider path in Glespin or Off-Road parking
It's a great idea and would be an asset to the area! It's very important that a maintenance program is
included to deal with deterioration of the route over time.
General Support
Although many local beautiful local walks I wouldn’t go many on my own, but I would go this path.
Do it and go further. Join them up make a network! We should campaign for a Scotland wide network
Great idea for the community
This is a wonderful idea and would greatly benefit the community.
Comments on key areas / locations of concern
Ayr Road very busy for cycling on
I have walked and cycled the Main Road many times there are too many bends and cars can't see you. There
are a few near misses. A safe path would be brilliant.
Other
I have been walking from the Douglas Water to the hill tops and moors since I was a child. My name is Gareth
Clark, [email provided]

Wider Pedestrian Safety
Comments on speed, traffic calming, & traffic volume
20 miles a hour speed limit
30 mile an hour limit should extend beyond Hospital entrance.
A twenty mile per hour speed limit through both villages as current traffic to not need the thirty mph
speed restrictions
Glespin has nothing to slow the traffic down and large trucks, vans, and cars speed through the village all the
time. Speed bumps or a traffic slowing chicane is needed. Also, if a walkway is built alongside the road, signs
etc would need to be erected to make trucks aware that people are walking/cycling at the side of the road
and hopefully slow them down.
I feel the main straight in the village of Glespin need something to slow the cars down, vehicles sometimes fly
through the village at 50 mph, and have been plenty of near misses.
Interventions to slow traffic in Douglas and Glespin, possibly islands like there is in neighbouring village
Muirkik.
Introduce more traffic calming measures through Douglas and Glespin particularly along the busy main road.
Provide better signage to the network of existing paths
New speed limits as it is a winding road which is very unsafe of anyone were to walk.
Slowing the speed of traffic
Speed restrictions and better lighting
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Speed restrictions coming into Glespin, hardly any traffic ethereal to speed limit. Whilst crossing A70 at
bottom of Hillview Crescent sometimes have to run across road!
Speed restrictions for traffic
Speed through village
The bend in Ayr Road just past the post office and near the garage is dangerous with the HGVs speeding and
crossing over the white lines my child has almost been hit many times from lorries they are a joke
There should be speed cameras at both main entrance/ exits through towns as vehicles just speed regardless
of speed limits and it is not safe for kids, pets, or elderly.
Traffic calming in both villages
Traffic slowing measures - especially Glespin, road bumps, etc, traffic fly through far too fast!!
Traffic too fast going through the village.
Heavy duty traffic absolute ridiculous
The main road is always used by large lorry’s constantly
Better traffic calming measures in Glespin on the A70.
Comments on paths & pavements
Douglas needs connected to the national cycle pathway 74
Safe pathways
Footpath to road end needs resurfaced it's dangerous
Keeping pathways clean and clear
More safer walking routes between both villages
Repairs to the footpath from the motorway past Newmains and the hospital into Douglas.
Safe path to travel on as the existing road had no pavement or Safe walkable route. Road has bends, blind
corners and no edge to walk/ cycle on
Stamping out the using of paths by dirt bikes/trail bikes
The footpath heading out of Douglas past the hospital to the road end is also unsafe/It is used regularly by
walkers, but parts could be made safer to walk on
The path from Douglas tow road end needs fixed and made wider
The state of repair for a number of footpath and pavements are poor and treacherous when there is snow
and ice on the ground
Comments on lighting
Lack of lighting between Douglas and the flush cottages.
Lighting and Reflective light bollards
More lights
Some lighting on path way
The pathway would need lighting as it's out in the middle of nowhere so there are no street lights.
better lighting
Speed restrictions and better lighting
Comments on cyclist safety
Anything that gets cyclists of the twistiest stretch of road would be beneficial
Cycle lanes and traffic calming measures where possible When truck and cycles share a space it can be lethal.
Trucks and cars must be slowed in pedestrian areas, and cycle lanes installed to give people. Especially families
the confidence to use the roads by bike
Cycle lanes introduced to the main access and egress from the villages
Cycle paths out of Douglas so not having to go onto main road. Smoother path down the grounds for use of
bikes
More cycle routes, lighting, bins and security cameras
The a70 through Douglas to Glespin isn't wide at all with dangerous bends and is not safe to walk or cycle. This
can be evidence with the number crashes or fatalities over the years
Comments on signage
Improved signage at the roundabout on Ayr Road. Existing signage is obscured and on the small side.
More road signs for motorists, the road is so dangerous especially when coming off the bus in Glespin
Repainting of “Give Way” at junctions and crossroads. Especially at intersection of Welldale Street and
Springhiil Avenue
Large sign to warn of roundabout at top of The Loaning. Sign is obscured by trees and traffic, unless locals,
drive straight through.
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Comments on crossings
A crossing would be good on Ayr Road in Douglas
pedestrian crossing(s) to assist children and older people across Ayr Road
Road crossing outside/near chemist.
A pedestrian crossing on Ayr Road in Douglas

19.3 Appendix Three: School Engagement
Junior Pupils – Postcards from the future
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Senior Primary Pupils - P6/7 Walkway Ideas
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